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FOREWORD

Prepared by the

NEA Committee on Education of the Handicapped

Public Law 94-142, The Education for All Handicapped Children Act, the -najor
federal education legislation for providing a free appropriate education for all handi-
capped children, must be in compliance with Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of
1973. Part D of Section 504 states, in part:

The quality of the educational services provided to handicapped students must be
equal to that of the services provided to nonhandicapped students; thus, handi-
capped students' teachers must be trained in the instruction of persons with the
handicap in question and appropriate materials and equipment must be available.

This federal regulation is supported by NEA policy. Point (e) of NEA Resolution 79-32,
Education for All Handicapped Children, reads:

The appropriateness of educational methods, materials, and supportive sen
must be determined in cooperation with...classroom teachers.

In the context of federal education policy and NEA policy, members of the NEA
Committee on Education of the Handicapped have reviewed Teaching Handicapped
Students Social Studies. Members of the Committee are teachers of English, social
studies, mathematics, special education, and science who teach both general and
handicapped students in elementary and high school.

The Committee cannot emphasize too strongly the importance of teachers of regular
and special education working together. The Committee would also like to urge both
grouts of educators to use these publications in teaching content areas to handicapped
students. Members of the Committee were particularly pleased that teachers wrote these
materials, in an effort to successfully teach the handicapped in the ;east restrictive
environment. Because of their firsthand knowledge of proper teaching strategies, teachers
are the best source of information to aid their colleagues.

The NEA supports P.L. 94-142 because the Association is committed to education
processes which allow all students to become constructive, functioning members of their
communities. To this end, when handicapped students are appropriately placed in
classrooms with nonhandicapped students, teachers need instructional strategies which
provide for individual learning differences. This is not new. However, most regular
education teachers have not been trained, as mandated by law, in pre-service orin - service
experiences to work with students with handicapping conditions. Teachers are eager to
carry out the mandate of the law, but they may shy away from or even object to teaching
these students bec:- use of this lack of training.

The so-called "mainstreamed" classroom presents new challenges to regular class-
room teachers because of the added responsibility of teaching students with handicapping
conditions. It is particularly important, therefore, to understand the stilt ;nt with a
handicapping condition as a whole person in order to emphasize this commonality among
all students.

7
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I. SOCIAL STUDIES IN THE MAINSTREAMED
CLASSROOM, K-6*

'by Anna. S. Ochoaland Susan K. Shuster

For teachers in grades K-6, this chapter reviews goals for traching social
studies with special emphasis on the handicapped learner. Also included are
descriptions of seven types of handicaps and practical guidelines to help plan
appropriate lessons and modify basic social studies texts and other classroom
materials. Anna S. Ochoa and Susan K. Shuster are both with Ingiona tYtiirsity.
Ms. Ochoa is a past president of the National Council for the Sofia! Studies and Ms.
Shuster's area of expertise is special education.

Goals are the ideal outcomes toward which the cur-
riculum is directed. In order to determine what social
studies goals we should seek to attain with handicapped
learners, we need to begin by examining the goals identi-
fied for tionhandicapped learners and ask whether they
should be modified for children with various kinds of
disabilities.

Social studies goals are primarily concerned with the
preparation of citizens who are willing and able to assume
responsibility for the welfare of others and of their com-
munity, nation, and world. Responsible citizens write
letters to newpapers and elected officials, circulate and
sign petitions, join and form civic groups and organiza-
tions, work on political campaigns, and vote. To partici-
pate in these efforts effectively, citizens need to be
informed, skillful, committed, and active. By providing
appropriate learning experiences, schools can, through
their social studies programs, contribute substantially to
very individual's development as a citizen.

The four categories of social studies goals identified
by the National Council for the Social Studies are knowl-
edge, skills, values, and social participation (Osborn et al.
1979). These goals permeate the social studies curriculum
irrespective of the age, grade level, socioeconomic status,
racial /ethnic background, or handicapping condition of
a student. The four categories are elaborated below.

Knowledge. One major purpose of the knowl-
edge transmitted in social studies classes is to help stu-
dents describe and explain the social world and its many
peoples, places, practices, and problems. The social scien-
ces (history, geography, economics, political science,
sociology, anthropology, and sometimes psychology)

constitute one dimension of social studies knowledge;
concepts and generalizations drawn from these disci-
plines are consistently found in elementary social studies
programs. Such concepts as social group, family, role,
cooperation, interdependence, urban area, change, and
conflict are commonly taught. Each of these concepts
describes an important aspect of the social world, and
each is transferableit can be applied to many situations.
Once learned, each concept provides a way of organizing
social reality. Such generalizations as the following also
receive attention.

People everywhere have the same basic needs.
In different cultures, people adapt to the physical

environment in different ways.

These statements ale conclusions that have been
made on the basis of scientific investigation. Each des-
cribes or explains an aspect of social reality. Generally,
they are transferable across places and across time.
Knowledge of these generalizations furthers understand-
ing of the social world.

Social issues constitute another important aspect of
the knowledge base of social studies. Understanding
social issues that are likely to persist over time is essential
for responsible citizenship. Among these issues are pollu-
tion, racism/ pre; Mice, sexism, civil rights, and crime.
The foundation for understanding these issues can be laid
in the elementary grades.

These knowledge goals- -the understanding of con-
cepts, generalizations, and social issuesare an essential
part of the preparation of all young people for participa-
tion in a democratic society.

Reprinted with permission from Social Studies in the Mainstreamed Classroom, K -6 (Boulder Colo Social Science Ed ucd. in Consortium and
ERIC Clearinghouse for Social Stuthes Social Science Education. 1980 This book may Ix ordered from SSEC Publications. 855 Broadway. Boulder,
Colo 80302 (ISBN 0-89994-242-3, S11 95), please enclose prepayment or instputionr1 purchase order
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Skills Among the abilities that students are expected
to acquire within the context of social studies are thinking
skills. data-processing skills, and human-relations skills

The term dunking skills refers to more than the
ability to merely remember or memorae These skills
include the ability to analyze, evaluate, interpret, relate
ideas, identify evidence, and separate fact from opinion
Data-processpg skills include interpreting maps. globes.
charts, graphs. cartoons. reading materials: and audiovis-
ual presentations Human-relations skills involve the
ability to listen. to trust and be trusted, to communicate
effectively (both orally and in writing), and to empathize
with others Because all these skills play important roles
in the preparation of citizens, all children must be
afforded the opportunity to acquire them.

Values Valuing and decision making go hand in
hand In order to be complete individuals and to possess
integrity as social beings. we need to know what our
values are and be able to make decisions that are consist-
ent with them. Guided by the importance of human dig-
nity (the idea that each individual and all peoples have
worth) as an overarching value, social studies provides
the context for the examination of one's own values and
decision-making processes

Social Participation Social participation involves
direct experiences in acting on a set of values The empha-
sis here is on direct rather than vicarious experiences
Reading. obsersing. and role playing alone are not suffi-
cient to provide the necessary experience needed to par-
ticipate effectively, students must also have opportunities
to examine actual problems and decide what to do about
them Subsequent actions might take the form of seeing to
it that an unsightly corner lot is cleaned up or planning an
assembly that dramatizes the contributions of various
ethnic groups Social-participation experiences provide
opportunities to develop leadership skills, group mem-
bership responsibilities. and confidence in being able to
influence the social environment At all grade levels. stu-
dents can benefit greatly from participation experiences
that are appropriate to their ages and abilities

Obviously, learner will vary in the extent to which
these goals are achieved Some will not meet the intellec-
tual challenges involsed, some won't develop the neces-
sary reasoning skills, and others won't display a commit-
ment to actively participate in civic affairs

The reasons for lack of achievement ,will also vary
Some children from low socioeconomic backgrounds will
not see the value of social and political participation.
students with below-average intellectual ability may not
be able to grasp complex ideas and master social and
political skills, because of their handicapping conditions,
some students may not be able to develop adequate com-
munication skills or understand abstract ideas. The fact

V

thatsome learners will not attain these goals fully is not a
reason to alter the goals: rather. the challenge to teachers
is one of finding ways to increase the likelihood that
learner will achieve these goals. In this sense. the situa-
tion in social studies fs no different from that is math.
where it is hoped that b.: the end of the fourth grade all
youngsters will know their multiplication tables: teachers
know at the outset that not .11 children will be successful,
but they are not deterred from making as tmuch progress
as they can toward this goal.

There is reason to give special emphasis to these
1goals with hanchcapp learners. Because of their handi-

caps. thest youngste have been set apart and even segre-
gated. In the eyes of many, they deserve pity but not
first-class citizenship As a result. they may experience
alienation and a weak sense of connection to others and to
society. The compelling reason behind mainstreaming is
to end this isolation and to place youngsters in the least -
restrictive environment in which they can maximize their
academic and social potential.

Handicapped persons constitute 11 percent of the....,
population Our society cannot affordiimsk their aliena-
tion and withdrawal Every bit as much as a nonhandi-
capped child. a handicapped youngster needs to gain the
knowledge. skills. and values that will enhance the quality
of life and citizenship

Obviously, with certain kinds of handicapped
learners, instructional goals for social studies must be
tempered by reality. For example. a mentally handi-
capped child who cannot ea3ily transfer what is learned in
cne setting to another and who does not comprehend the
meaning of social situations will probably not realize
these goals fully. Learning human-relations skills may.
for such youngsters, be difficult. Some abstract ideas
for example, social justice. dcmocracy. freedom may be
beyond their comprehensicit For some of the more-
severely retarded. the serial studies program may be
Ignited to teaching very eons, ete concepts and F,''ills (han-
dling money. riding a bus. preparing simple meals. telling
time) For others with less severe mental handicaps. every
opportunity should be provided to move as far as they can
toward achieving the instructional goals identified for all
learners

Children with learningdisahilities generally have few
social problems. and their verbal skills are usually intact
Their problems are largely academic often in tne areas
of reading. writing, and math Obvioucly, such children
are likely to have difficulty with lessons and activities that
require reading or writing skills Understanding concepts.
generalizations. and social issues is likely to be a problem,
much will depend on how they a r: expected to learn and
express themselves Providing example% of those abstract
idea, that ore immediate to their lives will facilitate their
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comprehension of such ideas. The extra effort reqUired to
do thison the part of the teacher will be well spent if these
children are able to make progress.

Although the academic abilities of emotionally han-
dicapped children may not be impaired, their emotional
problems are likely to interfere with learning. Special
censiderat'Ai must be given to the design of the physical
environment, the organization of the lessons, and strate-
gies for managing disruptive behavior.

Children with hearing disorders, visual impairments,
or spec& defects present certain constraints, but their
cognitive abilities are not necessarily affected by their
handicaps. The hard-of-hearing may have some difficulty
relating "to others socially, and children with speech
defects obviously will have some trouble communicating;'
however, these limitations are not sufficient to impede
goal attainment in the social studies area.

Theoretically, the goals of social studies should
remain intact for all learners. Realistically, the more
severe the L.andicapping condition, the more these goals
must be modified or prioritized. However, it is of para-
mount importance that teachers not set their expectations
too low. Expectations have a way of becoming ceilings,
and we seldom get more than we expect in the area of
learning and school achievement.

An understanding of handicapping conditions and
associated learning problems is essential for teachers in
mainstreamed classrooms. The strategies used in achiev-
ing instructional goals may need modification to allow for
the specific learning problems of each handicapped
student.

No teacher is expected to be an expert on ali handi-
caps or to instinctively know how to make such adjust-
ments. Rather, the teacher's role is to be flexible in
considering alternative paths to a goal. Resource teachers
and other support, personnel are valuable sources of help
in diagnosing a student's learning problem and planning
instruction.

The ideal way of designing an instructional program
for each handicapped student is to assemble a team con-
sisting of various.school personnel and the child's parents.
Working together, these persons can diagnose' the
strengths and needs of each child. That is what main-
streaming is all about. Generalizations for teaching.any
given category of handicapped children not be appli-
cable to a particular child in that category. However, it.is
possible to identify certain general statements that can
serve -as basic hypotheses for planning alternative ap-
proaches to instruction.

The basic iVformation and practical guidelines which
follow are designed to help classroom teachers plan
appropriate lessons and modify the strategies suggested in
basic social studies texts and other classroom materials.

0

Seven types of handicapping conditions are addressed
mental retardation, learning disabilities, hearing impair-
ments, emotional handicaps, visual impairments, speech
and language disorders, and physical .disabilities. For
each handicapping condition, descriptions have been pro-
vided of the nature of the condition, (2) learnids
problems typically associettftl with the handicapping c
dition and their implications fdr social studies inst c-

tion, and (3) strategies for modifying instruction in rder
to achieve social studies goals.

MENTAL R 'ETARDATION

Nature of the Condition

The child who is labeled mentally retarded function's
at a below-average intellectual level and displays deficiencies
in adaptive behavior.

The term subaverage general intellectual functioning
is used to describe performance on a standardized test of
intelligence that is more than two standard deviations
below the,mean. On such tests as the Stanford-Binet or
the Revised Wechsler Intelligence Scale, in which the
mean is 100:'S score of 68 or below classifies a child as
retarded.

Adaptive behavior is another term for social compe-
tence. Appropriate adaptive behavior skills vary accord-
ing to age level; for a pre-schooler, such skills might
inchide the ability to feed oneself, while appropriate
adaptive behavicir fOr a teenager might be to reach a given
destination alone and on time. Appropriate adaptive
behavior also varies with context. A teenager who lives in-
the city and is able to cope with the subway system has
adequate adaptive skills in terms of self-mobility. A teen-
ager who lives in a rural community and knows how to
operate a certain piece of farming equipment has ade-
quate adaptive skills in terms of vocational competence.

- Some people argue that the social system determines
whether a child is retarded. They see the school as a social
system with expectations that certain children do not
meet; those children are then laoeled as retarded.

The most useful classification system for retarded
, persons is based on the seventy of the conditipn. The

terms used are mild, moderate, severe, and profound. The
mildly retardedmore-commonly called the educable
mentally retarded (EMR)are most likely to be consi-
de.edt for mainstreaming placements.

the cause of mental retardation can be organic (the
result of accident or injury before, during, or after birth)
or cultural/ familiakthe result of a deprived environment
or genetic factors). However, the distinction between the
two categories is of limited importance for educational

/0
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planning because the behavioral characteristics asso-
ciated With each are not necessatily different. For exam-
ple, a child with brain damage may be highly distractible,
but this same behavior may be present in a.child with no
organic impairment who comes from a deprived home.
The following generalizations about mental retardation
are important to remember:

Most mildly mentally handicapped children are
not diagnosed until they enter school (when irftellectual
demands greatly increase).

Most riftdff mentally handicapped children look
ke" children of normal intelligence.

The exact cause (s) of mental retardation may be
difficult to identify; a "poor" or psychosocially deprived
enviro ent mazy con-tribute to this condition, but this is
diffic It to docrtiment.

Assbciated Learning Problems

The mildly mentally retarded child has one more of
the following learning-related problems.,

Difficulty in dealing simultaneously with a variety
of stimuli (thus easily distracted and possessing a short
attention span).

-Lack of ability to "catch on" as quickly as children
who are not r. handicapped (however, once a task
is learned, such children often can perform as well as
nonhandicapped children).

Deficiency in short-term memory, attributable to
inability to organize or rehearse (long-term memory may
not be deficient; the severity of memory deficit is usually
related to the level of retardation).

Language difficulties (with the severity of these
generally related to the severity of the mental retardation).

Difficulty in reading.
Deficiency in trithmetic reasoning (although

arithme'ic computat .n may be sat.sfactory once skills
have been learned thoroughly).

-Poor abstract reasoning ability; concepts that are
difficult to portray in concrete or pictorial fashion may
not be understood (for example, democracy, /ovait.v).

--Limited ability to plan ahead and foresee out-
comes or learn from past experiences.

Difficulty ill applying learning from one situation
to another.

All in all, it is important to keep in mind that the
learning characteristics of the mildly mentally handi-
capped do not differ from those of other children
Mentally handicapped children go through the same
stages, but at a slower rate Mentally retarded children lag
behind their chronological age peers in all areas of

//
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achievement, especially in reading comprehension. Ob-
viously, this difficulty affects such a child's comprehen-
sion of the reading materials used in social-studies lessons.

Knowledge and skill acquisition happens more slowly
for-mentally retarded youngsters. Extensive effort will be
needed to ensure that they are attending to leai-ning tasks.
The use of concrete and pictorial representations will
greatly facilitate learning. Knowledge and skills acquired
in one situation will need to be taught again in other
situations.

L earning of values and skills in social participatiOn
also occurs at a slower rate in the mentally handicapped.
Realistic, immediate experiences must be provided if such
children are to comprehend the meaning of lessons focus-
ing onthis ares.

Social studies for t'he mentally retarde,d offers essen-
tial opportunities for the enhancement of socially adap-
tive behavior However, the learning ,hjectives identified
km each child must reflect concern for the child's eventual
place in the commt...ity. For example, map reading skills
may be very important in terms of the child's local envi-
ronment. Concrete "props" may need to be incorporated
into lessons dealing with this area of skill developinent
in the form, say, of three - dimensional bhildings similar to
buildings in child's repertoirecof experiences. The broad
goals of social studies need not be altered for the mentally
handicapped, but specific objectives must be realistic in
terms of each child's potential.

Strategies for Modifying Instruction
Given the learning characteristics of the mildly men-

tally retarded, in particular their slower, sate of learning, it
is important to provide extended readiness experiences
and opportunities to manipulate three-dimensional ob-
jects.

In order to enhance the child's abilities to attend to a
task and to transfer learning from one situation to
another, the teacher will need to design very carefully
sequenced lessons The use of experiences within the
child's immediate environment is essential. A child who is
provided with meaningful, understandable examples will
more easily acquire the knowledge, skills, or values being
presented.

Repeated exposure to the same material will be
necessary; repetition is Important because it enables the
child to rehearse what is to be learned. However, if not
carefully designed and presented, repetition of content
may become boring or tedious for the child.

The need for continuous and immediate feedback
cannot be over-emphasized. Reinforcement for task com-
pletion, independent work, and a npropriate social behav-
ior are especially needed The teacher will need to
continually assess and report progress, because the child's



performance is likely to be erratic rather than consistent.
In addition to suggestions that cut across all areas,

several modifications have particular utility for one or
more of the four categories of social studies goals. These
are listed in Table I.

vt!
LEARNING DISAI3ILITIES

Nature of the Condition

The field of learning disabilities is the'newest cate-
goof`of special education. The interest in this area evolved
as a result of a growing awareness that a large number of
children were not receiving appropriate educational ser-
vices. These children were not achieving at their expected
potential, although they were within the normal range of
intelligence.

The causes .of learning disabilities are difficult to
Identify. Some people claim that theKare due to "minimal
brain damage." Others !Awn- hereditary factors, the
environment, orpoor teaching. Lately the interest has
been shifting from causes to solutions.. One area that
holds great promise is the study of food additives, which
have been linked to hyperactivity.

Associated Learning Problems

The learning-disabled child may have one or more of
the following learning-related problems:

Difficulty in integrating and organizing data
(although the child may learn and acquire specific skills
with relative ease).

Delay in ac neving fine motor ..00rdmation.
Inability to keep attention focused on the lesson.

Difficulty in differentiating between important
relevant stimuli and unimportant or irrelevant stimuli,.
thus other children or strange sounds may be unusually
distracting.

Inability to coordinate hand movements with
vision.

Difficulty in performing such perceptual discrimi-
nation tasks as recognizing differences in 'visually pre-
sented materials, sounds, or movements.

Deficits in one or more scholastic areas; reading
problems are the most prevalent.

Tendency to become easily frustrated when rou-
_tines change or work cannot be completed; the learning-
disabled child tends to be an unhappy child with low
self-esteem.

Tendency to act impulsively; this particular kind
of problem corresponds with d.stractability and hyper-
activity.

12

Most learning-disabled children should be able to
achieve social studies objectives as well as their nonhandi-
capped peers. Much will depend on their attending behav-
ior and motivation and on the extent to which their
impulsiveness or distractibility Interferes with learning.

The structure of the learning task is very important
for such students. If the learning objective and the stu-
dent's role are clear, and if the student is assisted in
staying "on task," distractions are decreased and achieve-
ment potential is Increased. Accurate assessment of
learner achievement will necessitate the development of
techniques which minimize the child's need for well-
developed, fine motor skills and coordination. The use of
paper-and-pencil tests willnot suffice as a measurement
trot for this group of students.

Strategies for; Modifying Instruction

When one thinks of Learning-disabled children' and
their particular learnifig problems, one can begin- tolder,-
tify basic instructional modifications that apjAvot-only
to social studies but to all facets of the elementary pro-
gram. Some such children may profit from multisensor,
methodsthat is,,using a combination of sensory systems
in the educational process. For example, when discussing
the concept "old," present objects that are old and newlsor
the-child to touch. Present pictures describing the con-
cept. and provide opportunities for children to express
themselves in relation to the lessoit.

Any child who is easily distracted will require a
highly structured (teacher-directed) learning experience
with a minimum of extraneous stimulation. This may
mean the provision of a private study space; it also means
that the lesson must have a clear-cut objective and that
each student must understand his or her own role or
assignment. .'. high level of distractibility also suggests the
use of deductive lessons instead of inductive ones for
teaching concepts and generalizations.

Behavior modification techniques have been used
successfully with youngsters who are distractible and
hyperactive. These techniques include reinforcers
usually tokens or check marks that Can be turned in for
prizeswhich are given for attending and for "on task"
behaviors. Such reinforceiyhould be given across several
modalities. A verbal "well done" or a pat on the bark may
greatly enhance the check mark on a paper or chart.

Training in self-observation, self-evaluation, and
self-reinforcement has been successful with learning-
disabled children. Another strategy is to teach children to
analyze task requirements and to describe the steps of a
task before performing them.

In some instances, drugs are prescribed in an effort to
change behavior. Since much controversy surrounds t heir
use, it is critical that all "educational" treatments be



Table 1

MODIFICATION OF SOCIAL STUDIES INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES FOR A MENTALLY RETARDED STUDENT

Description of
Lbarning Coal(s)

Suggested

Instructional

Strategies

\

Coal Category

Knowledge Skills Values Social Participation

Concepts'and general-
izations from the
social sciences; pat-
terns and syitems in
the environment
social issues d

Analyzing, synthesizing,
evaluating; data pro-
cessing; human relations

Awareness of end appre-
ciation for differences

in people

Active involvement in
the solution of social
problems

Use concrete, three-
dimensional materials
visuals, recordings

Minimize reading mode
for enhancing
knowledge

Present ideas one at a
time, carefully

sequenced

Keep tasks simple with
clear instructions

Consider the child's
comprehension level,
not chronological age,
in determining skills
to be learned

Provide data that are
meaningful to the child

Provide positive recog-
nition for each task
completed

Provide individualized
instruction (using
peers, perhaps)

Use a variety of modes
for determination of
skill acquisition

Use modeling and role
play for teaching
social relations

Provide opportunities
to practice social
relations skills

Use immediate
environment

Make examples
meaningful

Make applications very
specific

Use real-life

experiences

Use immediatt
environment; credos/1y
expand into the larger
environment of the
child



explored first. Medical treatment should be sought only
as a last resort; and, when drugs are in use, dosage must be
carefully monitored.

In addition to these basic suggestions that cut across
all academic areas, several modifications that have partic-
ular utility within certain goal areas are suggested in
Table 2, which is organized according to the four goals of
the social studies.

HEARING IMPAIRMENTS

Nature of the Condition

The term hearing impaired refers to persons who are
deaf or hard of hearing. The word deaf describes a person
with a hearing impairment so severe that he or she cannot
process linguistic information, with or without a hearing
aid. A hard-of-hearing person, generally with the assist-
ance of a hearing aid, has enough hearing to successfully
process linguistic information through auditory stimula-
tion The problem for educators is one of determining the
extent to which the hearing loss is likely to affect the
child's ability to speak and develop language.

The causes of hearing loss are related to the location
of the problem within the hearing mechanism. Infections,
obiects put into the ear by a child, tumors, buildup of
earwax, or a perforated eardrum can cause impairments
of the outer ear. Middle-ear troubles occur because of
some malfunction of one of the parts as a result of an
alle-gy or tumor. Inner-ear disorders are usually caused
by hereditary factors and sometimes by viruses, infec-
tions, blows to the head, or exposure to excessive noise
levels.

Associated Learning Problems

The most scverely affected area of development is the
ability to learn language end speech. While hearing
impairment is a great barrier to normal language develop-
ment, most deaf people can be taught some use of oral
language. However, extensive training is needed if the
child is to develop normal language, and even with train-
ing some children will never develop normal language.

It is not likely that a deaf child will be placed in a
regular classroom; however, a hard-of-hearing child may
very well be placed in a mainstreamed setting. The
remainder of this section will address the needs of the
hard of hearing

The hard-of-hearing child is likely to have the follow-
ing learning problems

Impaired reading ability, which relies heavily on
language skills

t
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Difficulty in communicating or relating with peers
and others, especially if the child has grown up in relative
isolation; such a child may be eithei shy and withdrawn or
overaggressive.

Unintelligible speech or unusual voice quality and
pitch.

Difficulty in understanding directions and ques-
tions.
. It is very likely that hearing-impaired children will be
deficient in academic achievement, primality in reading
but probably in other areas as well. Much will depend on
the individual youngster's intelligence and motivation.
The prob!em that cuts across all areas is one of com-
municationcommunication between teacher and chiid
and Between child and adults and other children

Strategies for Modifying Instruction

Several recommended modifications are related to
the physical characteristics of the learning environment
and the behavior of the teacher. A hearing impaired child
should sit in the front of the roompr rat:it), off to one
side, so that he or she can easily see both teacher and
classmates. To maximize the child's opportunities to
lipread, try to remain about six feet away from the child,
speak naturally. and stand still when talking. Remember
not to turn your back to the class and talk while writing on
the board. If you need to repeat something, try to re-
phrase the statement.

Irrespective of the task, it is important ,o get the
child's attention before making an assignment or asking a
question. The child may need help in atteliding, especially
if auditory or visual distractors are present. Emphasis on
visual stimuli is essential.

In addition to these suggestions, which cut across all
subject and goal areas, several modifications have partic-
ular utility for achieving certain social studies goals.
These are listed on Table 3.

EMOTIONAL HANDICAPS

Nature of the Condition

There is no universally accepted definition of an
emotionally disturbed child. Futhermore, although there
are many different theories about the origin, nature, and
cure of emotional disturbance in children, there is no
generally agreed-on classification system. The most ob-
vious symptom is in- bility to establish close and satisfy-
ing emotional ties with other people. Other children are
not attracted to disturbed children, and adults are often
bothered by their "disturbing" behavior. Some emotion-
ally handicapped children withdraw from social interac-
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Tab le 2

MODIFICATION OF SOCIAL STUDIES INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES FOR A LEARNING-DISABLED STUDENT

)ascription of
Lousing Coal(s)

Suggested

Instructional

Strategies

e""

Coal Category

Knowledge Skills Values Social Participation

Concepts and general-
isations frost the

social sciences; pat-
terns and system, in
the environment;

social issues

Analysing, synthesising,
evaluating; data pro-
cessing; human relations

Awareness of and appre-
ciation for differences
in people

Active involvesmnt in
the solution of social
problems

Use the child's
strongest modality
(sense) when present-
ing information

Use several modalities
in an integrated
manner (child silently
reads printed page
while teacher reads it
aloud)

Use varied output modes
(writing, speaking,

gestures); combine
writing with oral
responses

Assist the child in
maintaining attention
by cueing or tracking
(following along with
a pencil or finger)

Minimize distractions

Provide such recogni-
tion for tasks
completed

Design contrzc.- for
task completion

Use modeling techniques
for teaching about
human relations

Carefully design tasks
requiring perceptual
skills and motor
coordination

Design tasks for the
child at or below
instructional level

Provide ample oppor-
tunities for the
child to experience
success

1 '

Use small discussion groups for
short periods of time

Make application to realistic,
relevant groups in the child's
world

Minimize the use of information-
processing skills to develop
objectives in this area.



Table 3

MODIFICATION OF SOCIAL STUDIES INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES FOR A HARD -OF- HEARING STUDENT

Description of
Learning Goal(s)

Suggested

Instructional

Strategies

Goal Category

Knowledge Skills Values Social Participation

Concepts and general-
izations from the
social sciences; pat-

terns and system,. in

the environment;

social issues

Analyzing, synthesizing,
evaluating; data pro-

cessing; human relations

Awareness of and appre-
ciation for differences

in people

Active involvement in
the solution of social
problems

Increase awareness of
the child's own body
image

Expand the child's con-
cept of his or her
environment and family
relationships

Emphasize visual mode
for presenting infor-
mation

Use concrete, three-
dimensional materials
wnenever possible

Increase the child's
listening sensitivity
for a variety of
sounds and extend his
auditory sounds

Provide opportunities
for development of
the child's motor
skills

Expand the child's
vocabulary

Assist the child in
acquiring classifica-
tion skills

Emphasize functional
application of skills

Use visual mode for
presenting meter's'
whenever possible
(captioned Mom,
labeled objects)

Provide opportinities
for the child to feel

worthy and secure

Use smell -group dis-
cussions for value
analysis, in which
other students face
impaired child when

they speak

I,r)

Encourage child to
participate whenever
possible (recognizing
that the child probably
feels tense)

Provide tasks at which
the child can succeed



Lion with others and do not respond to overtures from
others. Others respond, but v ith hostility and aggression
Problems arise when intern, low' between the child and
the social environment are inappropriate

Children's emotional disturbances have been attrib-
uted to three causal categories.

Biologically caused disorders may be genetic, neuro-
logical, or biochemical. Fcr the mildly disturbed child,

.there is seldom convincing evidence that biological fac-
tors alone are responsible for the problem Temperament
and disease may predispose, but they are not direct
causes.

Family dynamics may be re,ated to emotional diffi-
culties, but it is not possible to Lua consistent evidence
tnat points to parents as being primarily responsible for
children's emotional problems.

Undesirable experiences at school can have pro-
found effects on children and may contribute to the devel-
opment of emotional problems

Inappropriate behavior tends to elicit negative
responses from peers and adul!s. Because consistently
negative feedback increases the likelihood that ;the child
will behave in undesirable ways, carly identification and
intervention are very important.

Associated Learning Problems

The emotionally disturbed ch, i may have one or
more of the following learning-related problems-

-Difficulty in getting a task done without a lot of
prodding.

--Fearfulness of people or situations.
Difficulty in building or maintaining satisfactory

Interpersonal relationships with peers and teachers.
--Excessive shyness or aggressiveness.
Lack of interest in communicating with or relating

to other people.
Pervasive unhappiness or depression.
Difficulty in adjusting to changes in routine.

The extent to wh ch an emotionally disturbed child
will be able to achieve social studies objectives-will depend
on the child's comfort and security in the learning envi-
ronment. An environment that fosters positive interac-
tions between the child and his or her peers and classroom
teacher wilt contribute substantially to the child's interest
and ability to achieve. Of critical importance will be the
behavior-management strategies that the teacher employs
when the child's behavior is disruptive or disturbing.

Strategies for Modifying Instruction

Irrespective of the intent of a lesson in sociai studies
or any other area, a teacher with an emotionally disturbed
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child in the classroom must be prepared to deliver consist-
ent yet flexible behavior-management techniques that
clearly indicate the difference between acceptable and
unacceptable actions For example, a teacher may want
to enforce a brief period of social isolation as a conse-
quence of an aggresive act That should become a consist-
ent management technique; however, a child who is
removed and placed in social isolation may need to be
talked with privately and reassured, especially if the child
was clearly provoked. The consequences of behavior,
both acceptable and unacceptable, must be made very
Blear to children, especially those with emotional prob-
tems To such children, frequently offering honest praise
and encouragement during instructional periods is essen-
tial.

The achievement of goals by an emotionally dis-
turbed child will require highly motivating lessons that
encourage the child to participate. When the child wants
to participate, be ready to reinforce that behavior Efforts
to participate in the group, in any way, should receive
positive reinforcement

When an emotionally disturbed child wants to talk,
be prepared to be a good listener. Children with b.inav-
loral problems need many opportunities to prove to
themselves, that they are adequate; teachers who hold
inappropriate expectations for such children will further
undermine their struggles to attain self-esteem.

A child with emotional problems needs onportui.ines
for letting off steam" t.s well as a safe place for this to
occur. This need may become apparent at inopportune
moments, from an instructional standpoint; however, if
provisions for meeting it are built into the schedule and
into the curriculum, the distracting elements of such
behavior can be reduced. For example, by carefully
observing and recording instances of "acting out" behav-
ior, you may become able to predict, with sufficient ac, u-
racy, which times and situations contribute to the child's
need to let off steam. Perhaps the blowups tend to occur
immediately after recess or lunch or during lessons that
are frustrating or uninteresting If such a pattern emerges,
you can plan accordingly and provide appropriate activi-
ties for the whole class (for example, races or basketball in
the gym or outside) or for the child (for example, shooting
a spongelike Nerf ball into a cardboard containera
quiet but energy-releasing activity).

You may want to use physical contact a hug or a
pat on the backas a means of reinfotcing appropriate
behavior. This is a delicate area for some teachers and
students, but one worthy of attention. Emotionally dis-
turbed children need many forms of reinforcement and
encouragement, and physical touch can be used very
effectively if the student does not withdraw from it.
Obviously, physical contact should not be faced. Leave

1C



the child alone if he or she pulls away
Some emotionally disturbed children need help in

learning to express their emotions in socially appropriate
ways. They will need man:, opportunities to observe and
read about how other, express sadness, joy, and fear, for
example

Perhaps the most difficult aspect of teaching an emo-
tionally disturbed child is the danger of providing an
inadvencnt reward, in terms of special attention, when
the child behaves inappropriately; it is all too easy to
ignore the child when behavior is appropriate and pay
attention only when the child is list urbing."

Several instructional modifications for emotionally
troubled students have particular utility within certain
goal areas of social studies These are listed in Table 4.

VISUAL IMPAIRMENTS

Nature of the Condition

Visual impairment tends to evoke more awkward-
ness from the nondisabled than any other type of
disability pernaps because such a disability tends to be
apparent, or because a sighted person is loath to imagine
what life would be like without sight. All too often, a blind
or partially sighted person is assumed to be he'pless and
dependent This is a natural reaction, but often it reflects
an incorrect perception

There are two ways of defining visual impairment-
one is legal, and the other is educational. The legal defini-
tion involves assessment of visual acuity and field of
vision and is used to determine whether an individual
qualifies for certain benefits availabl' to the blind. This
definition encompasses twi, categories of visually im-
paired people: the blind and the partially sighted. It is
important to reali7e, however, that the vast majority of
"legally blind" people have some vision.

Educators have preferred a definition that stresses
the method of reading instruction' the blindare those who
are so severely impaired that they must be taught to read
by braille, while the partially sighted can read print with
the aid of magnifying devices or books with large print.

The major causes of serious visual impairment, in
addition to accidents, are glaucoma, caaracts, and dia-
betes. Glaucoma, the cause of which is unknown, is a
condition in which there is excessive pressure in the eye-
ball Cataracts are caused by clouding of the lens of the
eye, and diabetes can result in blindness from a loss of
blood supply to the retina. Prenatal causes include :nfec-
tious diseases for example, syphilis and rubella

IN

Associated Learning Problems

Visually impaired children are likely to do poorly on
tasks requiring abstract thinking They are also at a dis-
tinct disadvantage in appreciating spatial relationships;
they will need to develop an appreciation of space by
using senses other than vision. However, in general, the
visually impaired are not greatly disadvantaged in terms
of cognitive development, and they can learn to compen-
sate in many ways.

Clearly, the successful adjustment of visually im-
paired youngsters has a lot to do with their skill in moving
about in their environment. Because some children may
be rel,,ctant to move about on their own, much will
depend on a child's ability to detect physical obstructions
in the environment. This ability is not an "extra sense" but
rather a learned proficiency in picking up cues from one's
surroundings.

. In terms of academic achievement, visually impaired
children should have no aifficulty keeping up with their
peers if they are allowed sufficient time to complete tasks
and if the stimuli needed for learning are effectively pre-
sented. Likewise, a visually impaired child should have no
special difficulty in achieving social studies objectives.
Indeed, the social studies, with its wide variety of teaching
techniques (audio-visual aids, maps, charts, field trips,
group discussions), may be the subject area that presents
the least difficulty for both teacher and student.

Strategies for Modifying Instruction

The most obvious modification of instruction for a
visually impaired child is to provide auditory substitutes
for visual materials and activities. However, it is impor-
tant to remember that many visually impaired students
have some sight, and that large-print matenai., are useful
and readily available.

Helping the child learn to attend to auditory stimuli
will be facilitated by the use of tape recorders, "talking,
books," and sound films. As pictures are presented to the
class, oral descriptions can be provided by the leacher or
other stt,oents.

Providing the child with concrete objects or models
to experience and feel is very important. However, since
many visually impaired youngsters understandably resist
participating in special activities that set them apart as
"different," it is important to engage all the students in
tactile exploration experiences.

A visually handicapped child will need assistance in
developing spatial relationships. A good starting point is
the child's own body. By developing an awareness of the
relationship between body parts and their locations, t he
child will begin to develop an understanding of his or her
orientation in space. Children with vision problems will
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Table 4

MODIFICATION OF SOCIAL STUDIES INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES FOR AN EMOTIONALLY HANDICAPPED STUDENT

Description of
Learning Coal(s)

Suggested

Instructional

Strat4gles

Coal Category

Knowledge Skills Valuer Social Participation

Concepts and general-
izations from the
social sciences; pat-
terns and systems in
the environment;

social issues

Analyzing, synthesizing,
evaluating; data pro-
cessing; human relations

Awareness of and appre-
ciation for differences
in people

Active involvement in
the solution of social

problems

Keep tasks short

Hake sure material to
be learned is at the
child's instructional
level

Present material that
appeals to the child's
interests

Help the chi develop
awareness of his major
body parts and of
spatial relationships,
using own body as a
reference point

Provide opportunities
for concrete objects
to be used in lessons

Encourage tactile
exploration

Provide content related
to emotions, values,
and interpersonal
relationships (teacher
must be ready to pro-
vide support to the
child if his or her
position is unpopular
or criticized by
others)

18

Do not require strict
conformity to group
behavior or tasks if
child cannot handle
such responsibility

Remove the child from
group activity when
he or she cannot
handle it (this must
not be viewed as
punishment by child
or peers)



need to be taught directional words as they acquire skills
in exploring their environment.

A teacher can enhance the learning environment for
a visually impaired child by ensuring that the classroom is
adequately and evenly iit, and that desk surfaces are free
of glare and direct sunlight. The use of gray 9r green
chalkboards, unglazed (rough or matte finish) paper, and
soft pencils is also recommended.

The teacher can also facilitate the participation of the
visually impaired child by using the following strategies:
(1) call children by name when responding to raised hands
or asking questions; (2) verbalize all material being writ-
ten on the chalkboard; (3) encourage the discussion of
sens--y experiences associated with events or pictures;
an ) arrange the seating in such a way that the visually
impaired child's face can be seen duringgroup dis,:ussions
(so that the child's desire to speak can be observed even if
the child does not volunteer to do so).

A group discussion or project is ideal for engaging
the participation of a visually impaired child. The child
can assume a variety of roles in the group: partner to a
sighted person, interviewer, observer; and reactor.

For a child who uses brailleand, it fact, for all
children classified as visually impaired lie classroom
teacher will need the support and guidance of a specially
trained resource person. No classroom teacher can be
expected to be solely responsible for the instruction of
such children.

In modifying instruction, remember that a visually
impaired child. may have more or better-developed skills
than might be expected. Assuming the child to be helpless
or dependent is understandable but inappropriate. When
in doubt, ask the child if he or she needs assistance and
respond accordingly.

Some suggested instructional modifications for help-
ing visually impaired students achieve social studies goals
are shown in Table 5.

SPEECH AND LANGUAGE DISORDERS

Nature of the Condition

Language is the communication of ideas through
symbols according to grammatical and semantic rules
Children with language disorders have difficulty com-
municating orally Perhaps they cannot derive meaning
from what they hear or are unable to express their ideas in
words. If youngsters do not develop language at the
expected time, they are said to exl.ibit delayed language.

Speech is the process of forming and sequencing titc
sounds of oral language. Speech is said to be disordered
when the sequencing and forming of sounds produces

ungrammatical, unintelligible, or personally unsatisfac-
tory results.

There are three major types of disorders of speech.
Articulatory disorders are present if listeners perceive the
omission, substitution, addition, or distortion of speech
sounds. Voice disorders are characterized by aberrations
in pitch, loudness, and or quality that are abusive to the
larynx or displeasing to the speaker or listener. Disorders
of speech flow are patterns of stuttering and gaps of
silence which call negative attention to the speaker and
interfere with the speaker's ability to be understood.

Speech and language disorders can be organicthat
is, caused by a neurological or structural (for example,
brain injury) abttormality. Those that are not organic in
origin are considered functional. Some functional dis-
orders are caused by known psychological or environ-
mental factors; however, for the majority of functional
disorders the causes are unknown.

Associated Learning Problems

Delayed speech and language are particularly com-
mon among the severely retarded or disturbed because of
the interdependency of cognitive, language, and social e-
motional development. Children with severe academic
learning problems are likely to have speech and language
disorders as well. However, the focus of this section is on
the child who does not have a serious handicap iu addi-
tion to defective speech and language and who is likely to
receive all or almost all academic instruction in a regular
classroom.

The child's attitude toward his or her own deficiency
is a very important variable when considering the child's
learning capabilities. Persons with speech defects some-
times pay a heavy price in terms of rejection or overpro-
tection, and the results can be anxiety, guilt, and hostility.
However, in other cases the psychological damage may be
verj

It is imperative that children with speech and lan-
guage disorders be identified as early as possible so that
appropriate treatment and /or remediation procedures
can be implemented. The classroom teacher plays a criti-
cal role in the identification process because he or she
observes the child on a daily basis in a natural setting in
which the child's adequacy in communicating can best be
determined. It you suspect that a problem exists, seek the
help of a suitable specialistusually a speech clinician.
After observing and assessing the adequacy of the child's
hearing, articulation, voice, speech, and language the
specialist can work with you to find wLys of helping the
child on an individual basis.

The following symptoms may indicate a speech or
language disorder and should alert you to seek further
evaluation
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Table 5

MODIFICPTION OF SOCIAL STUDIES INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES FOR A VISUALLY IMPAIRED STUDENT

Goal Category

Knowledge Skills Values Social Participation

Concepts and general-
izations from the
social sciences; pat

Description of terns and systems in
Learning Goal(s) the environment;

social issues

Suggested

Instructional

Strategies

Analyzing, synthesizing,
evaluating; data pro-
:essing; human relations

Awareness of and appre-
ciation for differences
in people

Active involvement in
the solution of social
problems

Help the child acquire
knowledge of immediate
environment as a pre-
cursor to understand-
ing spatial
relationships

Use "talking books"
and films as part of
library research

Encourage use of the
telephone as a means
of gathering informa-
tion

Maximize opportunities
for interviewing as a
data-gathering
technique

Keep charts and graphs
simple

Help the child organize
his or her examination
of charts and graphs

Provide prac:ice in
using keys on maps

Use tactile charts and
maps whenever possible
(but with only the
significant elements
tactile)

Use special equipment
as needed

Use teaching aids pro-
duced b3 American
Printing House for the
Blind, Perkins School
for the Blind, and
American Foundation
for the Blind

Orient the child in
advance for field
trips

Use class discussion
frequently (make sure
that all students
identify themselves by
name before speaking)

Provide opportunities
for all students to
'fork with the child
in pairs and small
groups



The child is silent much of the time
The child points or gestures instead of making

verbal requests
The child seems generally slow to learn
The child is tense during speech, clenching fists or

making facial contortions
The child displays speech production irregulari-

ties, for example. stuttering, mumbling, excessive

repetition, distortions (omitting sounds from words)

Most children with speech and language disorders

should be able to achieve social studies objectives as well

as their nonhandicapped peers. Much will depend on
their self-confidence and the extent to which they are

accepted by their peers
The manner in which the classroom teacher relates to

the child is very important. It is important to make it
enjoyable for the child to talk, as well as act as a very

receptive audience Although it may be difficult to ignore
speech irregularities, try to concentrate on and respond

appropriately to the affective and cognitive content of the

child's speech.

Strategies for Modifying Instruction

Instructional modifications appropriate for a child

with a speech or language disorder apply not only to the

social studies but equally to all facets of the elementary

program The teacher will need to provide extra time for
oral responses to a child who is dysfluent or a stutterer

The child will need ample opportunity to listen to correct

speech which is appropriate to the child's language level

and interests Children with speech disorders also need
encouragement to listen to themselves in order to recog-

nize their own articulation, voice, and speechflow charac-

teristics. (The speech clinician will be able to prbvide
suggestions about taping the child's voice ) It s important

to anticipate impatience and or unaccepting attitudes on

the part of peers when a child with a speech disorder is

speaking o' reading aloud, and be ready to modify Cie

situation accordingly
Table 6 identifies specific ,nstructiona modifications

designed to help children with speech and language
impairments achieve social studies goals

PHYSICAL DISABILITIFS

Nature of the Condition

Children who are impaired in kinetic or motor func-

tions are described as physically disabled. One of the most

common causes of physical disabilities is damage to or

deterioration of the central nervous system the brain

the spinal cord, and urrounding areas

22

The most prevalent physical disability is cerebral

palsy (CP), which results from brain damage before, dur-

ing, or sheik tly after birth. Some children with CP may
also have hearing problems, visual impairments, percep-

tual disorders, and speech defects. and some are also
mentally retarded; however, it is unlikely that a physically

impaired child who is also mentally retarded will be

mainstrea med.
Spina bifida is the second most common birth defect;

It is a congenital defect of the spine and nervous system
which causes paralysis of muscles. Most children affected
with spina bifida need braces and crutches or are confined

to a wheelchair, and many have learning problems as well.

Other physical impairments include missing limbs

osteomyelitis (an infection of the bone), "club foot," and
scoliosis (curvature of the spine) Traumas, accidents,
genetic defects, and infectious diseases can all cause

impairment.

Associated Learning Problems

The severity and cosmetic appearance of the han-
dicap affect the responses of others to a disabled person.

If those responses are overwhelmingly negative, physi-

cally disabled children may isolate themselves socially

and emotionally. Depending on the type of physical dis-
ability and the extent to which other learning or commun-
ication impairments are present, the following learning-
related problems might be expected in a physically

disabled child who is mainstreamed.

Poor gross and or fine motor coordination.
Early onset of fatigue

Poor eye-hand coordination
Body tenseness and tendency to startle easily

Difficulty in mastering self-help skills
Jerky or shaky motions and uneven body move-

ments

The extent to which social studies can be achieved by

physically disabled youngsters depends largely on the

extent to which other problems for example, hearing or

speech difficulties are present if the problem is solely

one of mobility or coordination and the child is function-

ing adequately in other respects. there is no need for
revised expectations on the part of the teacher. If com-
munication impairments are present, achievement of
learning objectives will depend on the teacher's ability to
present information in ways that permit the child to
receive and understand the information and on the child's

ability to use alternative modes of expression. "...
Since each child's problems and abilities ire clifret,i0

ent, it is difficult to make a definitive stateman t,about -

physical impairments Almost without exception. class-
room teachers will need assistance from resolirce person-
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Table 6

MODIFICATION OF SOCIAL STUDIES INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES FO it'A STUDENT WITH SPEECH OR LANGUAGE DISORDER

Description of
Learning Coal(s)

Suggested

Instructional

Strategies

Coal Category

Knowledge Skills Values Social Participation

Concepts and general-,
izations from the

social sciences; pat-
terns and systems in
the environment;
social issue

Analyzing, synthesizing,

evaluating; data pro-
cessing; human relations

Awareness of and appre-

ciation for differences
in people

Active involvement in
the solution of social
problems

Encourage written
responses if child
prefers them

Do not force the child
to talk

Place child near source
of information
(speaker, tape
recorder)

Provide a variety of
ways for child to
demonstrate skill
acquisition in addl.--

tion to oral
respvnding

Encourage gestures and
pointing if appro-
priate to the
situation

Encourage other stu-
dents to accept and
value persons with
oral communication

deficiencies

Provide roles for
child that will
facilitate active
participation but
minimize embarrass-
ment (taking notes,
preparing posters)



nel in determining the extent to which modifications in
classroom environment and instructional strategies will
be needed.

Stitgies for Modifying Instruction
The presence of almost any kind of physical han-

dicap may result in fatigue; thus, most disabled chi:di-en
will require additional time in order to complete certain
kinds of activities. However, if the additional time
required would disrupt the schedule for the whole class, it
is better to shorten or otherwise modify the activity so
that all members of the class can participate together.

Children whose physical handicaps have severely
restricted their mobility may not have experienced the
same preparatory events that nonimpaired children typi-
cally experiencefor example, going to the grocery store
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alone or riding a bus. Thus, they may be deficient in their
understanding of certain concepts or in mastery of partic-
ular skills. Students with fine-motor-coordination prob-
lems may have difficulty using standard -ding implements;
such child:en may need special equipment or alternative
methods for expressing themselves.

The self-esteem of a physically disabled child may be
low. Providing ample opportunities to achieve success
will enhance self-esteem, as will encouraging the child to
do things independently whenever possible.

For a child who is tense, it is importaid to avoid
abrupt changes in routines and lessons and to minimize
distractions.

In addition to these general suggestions, several
instructional modifications have particular utility for
social studies goal areas. These are listed in Table 7.
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Table 7

MODIFICATION OF SOCIAL STUDIES INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES FOR A PHYSICALLY DISABLED STUDENT

Description of
Learning Goal(s)

Suggested

Instructional

Strategies

Goal Category

Knowledge Skills Values Social Participation

Concepts and general-
izations from the
serial sciences; pat-
terns and systems In
the environment;
social issues

Analyzing, synthesizing,
evaluating; data pro-

cessing; human relations

Awareness of and appre-
ciation for differences
In people

Active involvement in
the solution of social
problems

Provide opportunities
to practice eye-hand
coordination

Provide activiti's that
promote perceptual
development (matching
games, discrimination
tasks)

Shorten lessons if
necessary to avert
fatigue

Carefully explore the range of the child's
abilities; do not limit evaluation to stan-
dardized procedures

Use special equipment when needed

Make sure thet all equipment and materials are
accessible to the child

Provide ample oppor-
tunities for the
child to share feel-
ings and ideas

Provide opportunities
for the child to be
touched

Build in roles that the
child can implement

Anticipate architec-
tural barriers on
field trips, etc.

A

Design projects with the child's abilities and limitations in mind (some physically
disabled students might have difficulty constructing or drawing, but they could
prepare taped or typed materials).
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2. MY PLACE IN SPACE: PAINTING
MAPS ON CLASSROOM FLOORS

by Loretta A. Dunne and Olive Knudsen

The study of maps can help us better understand how space i organize'
Cer'ain geographic concepts can best be taught by involving the whole child in a
physical sense. When the child becomes a part of a map, he /she can more readily
grasp relationships. The authors teach emotionally handicapped students in the
Enterprise Elementary School District, Redding, California.

the understanding of space and how we relate to it is
a very important lesson. Maps, and the study of them,
can help us better understand how space is organized.
Young students are mainly aware of personal spacejust
that space they can see or have personal contact with. As
students get older they become aware of the ever-
expanding space around them. Students "do this partly
through movement and travel and memory, but also
through representative systems, most often the map."
(Bartz, 1970:18). Students must learn these concepts in
stages, one after the other; until they master the skills. The
developmental stages recognized by Piaget are achieved
best when the student is actively involved in his learning
process. (Furth,1970). The spatial relationship of things
to their horizontal space is one of the basic concepts a
student must master in order to understand maps. The
older the student is and the more experience the student
has in this area, the broader his or her understanding of
space becomes. This understanding of space as it is must
start first with the student.

To enhance the teaching of certain geography con-
cepts to handicapped as well as nonhandicapped stu-
dents, methods are needed which involve the whole child
in a physical se The student, actually in a place, has a
better understanding of how that place relates to other
plates and to that student as a being. The classroom
activity detailed here presents a method to help teach
students with or without special problems to relate to the
space around them and to space at a distance.

This particular classroom project assists the student
to relate to her/ his surroundings, in a physical as well as a
conceptual sense. Consequently, she/ he better under-
stands the concept of being in more than one place at a
timein a town, in a county, in a state, and in a country
all at the same time.The student thus kas a better under-
standing of the individual's place in thrclassroom, in the
school, in the neighborhood, andin the community.
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Furthermore, the project involves all children in the
classroom. First they draw a large map on the floor of the
classroom, or on a large piece of plastic, if the floor is
carpeted. Incidentally, the attitude of the administration
and custodian toward putting a map on the classroom
floor and the ability of the students to physically control
the equipment necessary to paint the map on the floor,
may be lithiting factors of this project.

The learning derived from this project is gleaned not
only from the activities with the map, but also from the
physical work performed in putting the map on the floor.
Specifically, the skills students learn from this project
would be: map vocabulary, grid construction, relative
locations, globe and map reading, and concepts of U.S.
geography on a horizontal plane.

INSTRUCTIONS

Before painting a map on the floor, the children can
become aware of the area they are to paint by the use of
field trips, books, regular maps, transparencies, games,
movies, or any other method available to the teacher.
Wher the children are interested and have learned some-
thing about the area to be put on the floor, they are ready
to start their floor map.

Step One
The children should be given grid paper and a small

picture to enlarge. They may choose their own pictures or
the teacher might have the pictures ready for them to use.
(Young children should have simple line drawings such as
those found in coloring books for beginners.) The chil-
dren first count the squares on their grid paper, and put a
grid with an equal number of s"uares over the picture they
have chosen. They then number an51 letter the co-
ordinates on both the picture and the large grid. Now they
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are ready to enlarge their picture. Be sure to caution the

children to check their co-ordinates often, being sure to
get them in the correct square. This is very important for a
successful prc;ect

Step Two
' After the children have mastered the above task, they
are given a small map to grid The map may be dittoed,
commercial, or teacher made. In order to grid the map
they must count the tiles on the floor area they are to use
so that they can decide how many squares they will need.
When the children have decided on the amount of
squares, they should draw a corresponding grid on their
map and number and letter the lines to form the co-
otThnates.

Step Three
The class divides into small work groups of two or

three

Step Four
The children sweep the floor area to be used for the

map

Step Five
Using the small grid map as a guide, the children put

the co-ordinates on the floor, using the lines made by the
tiles of the grid. On a rolled linoleum floor or a large piece
of plastic surface, they measure and draw the grid. The
students first write the numbers and letters of the co-
ordinates with pencil and. after checking to see they are
correct, paint over them with tempera paint

Step Six
Again using the small grid map as a guide, the child-

ren draw the lines on the floor that match the co-ordinates
on the small map. After checking the lines to see that they

are correct, the students paint them with tempera paint.

Step Seven
When the outlines of the map are complete, the

students draw and paint other features on the map, such
as rivers, mountains, towns, roads, or any features that
are of interest to them. If the United States has been
painted on the floor, the names of the states can be
painted in, or, if the counties of a state have already been
done, the names of the counties can be painted M.

When the children have completed all the lessons
using the map, they remove the paint with sponges and
water. A child using a wet sponge will usually do an
adequate job. The custodian's scrubbing machine will
take off the remainder of the paint. (Beware of using

magenta, yellow, orarige, or yellow green, as they some-

times stain.)
The children become very in 'rested and involved

when the map begins to take form. As it progresses. one
group draws while another group paints. With a large
class it is better to break the class into small groups, as the

children tend to get into each other's way when too many
are on the floor. One group might work in table activities

with maps while other groups work on the floor. Part of
the class might be engaged la a completely different activ-

ity while somc groups work on the floor map. These
children might then switch activities halfway through the

period.
The teacher can provide many activities with the

completed map in mind. The children can locate places

where someone special lives, such as grandparents, aunts,

or uncles. They could put their desks in a special place
They may learn east, west, north, and south by playing

games on the map. They can stand in the southern half of
the map and walk to the north. The children might learn

how weather differs in the mapped area by placing
weather symbols they Wye made on the appropriate loca-

tions. The animals and plants of the different areas of the

map can be learned by the same method.
Drawing, painting, and transferring a small map to a

larger floor map through the use of grids and co-ordinates

are useful skills and can be used with other subjects if the
'imaginations are just let free. Given a chance, children

often come up with some very good, imaginative ideas for
the use of the map

MATERIALS FOR PAINTING THE MAP
Materials needed to do exercises prior to putting the map

on the floor.

I. Grid paper (1/4" square works well)
2. Tracing paper
3. Pictures or maps to enlarge
4 Rulers
5 Pencils
6. Erasers
7. Coloring books or other sources for simple line

drawings
(If the pictureS or map to be used are in a textbook,

students can trace them and then draw the grid on them )

Materials needed for painting map on floor:

I. Tiled floor in classroom. (If floor is carpeted. a
large piece of polyethylene plastic sheeting can be
taped to the floor and grid lines drawn upon it with
cray-pas, or other oil base crayon. and the lines
painted with acrylic paint instead of tempera )
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2. Small dittoed or commercial map (about 81/2" x II")
3. Soft lead pencils (#1 or #2)
4. Erasers (Pink pearl or equivalent)
5. Paint brushes (#7 or #8)
6. Tempera paint (powdered, in your choice of color,

but beware of magenta, orange, yellow, or yellow-
green as these colors sometimes stain)

7. Small containers for mixing paint
8. Liquid soap or detergent
9. Broom or dust mop (usually available from the

school custodian)

II"

...
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(Note: To make the tempera stick to the waxed floor,
add a little liquid soap to the tempera before adding the
water. A tablespoon to about a cup of mixed paint is
usually sufficient. The liquid soap, a wetting agent, allows
the tempera to mix'more quickly with water.)
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3. TEAC1HING STRATEGIES FOR MIDDLE-LEVEL
HANDICAPPED STUDENTS

by Loretta E. Barnard

Classroom methods must suit the needs of each student, not force the student
to fit into a set pattern of learning. Handicapped students can best be helped by
teachers who understand these students' special needs and who demonstrate by
their careful planning that they are concerned. The author is a Sixth Grade social
studies teacher at P. M.S., U.S.D. #368, Paola, Kansas.

Many problems in education exist because students
dbnbt learn at the sane rate:They. all have their own
patterns of mental, emotional,4nd physical development
4ihich are affected by many environmental factors. The
most effective teachers understand individual differences
of students and recognize their weaknesses and strengths.
In other words, an effective plan of education fits the
needs of each student, instead of forcing the student to fit
into a set pattern of learning. This is especially true for
handicapped students.

Problems of students who are physically, mentally,
and emotionally handicapped have received greatly in-
creased attention at both the federal and state level during
the last few decades. Federal and state legislation pro-
vides' funds for special teachers, equipment, and services.
Most states require that all teachers take nt least one
course which will better equip them to meet the needs of
ex,ept ionaktuden

The purptise of this chapter is to present practical
suggestions to teachers of handicapped students so that
such students may realize their fullesasetTabilities in
school, at home, and in their communities. The author
uses the term "handicapped students" to describe those
who deviate physically, sociclly, or mentally from the
mainstream to such a degree fat they require special
instructions or consideration, either temporarily or per-
manently.

At tae present time, schools tend to place handi-
capped students in the least rerictive environment, that
is, "mainstreaming" for all or part of their school-ar
whenever possible. A regular classroom teacher, there-
fore, Oust have increased knowledge of their needs and of
methods to be used to meet these needs. Some guiding
principles that may aid teachers in planning a sound
'educational progiam for handicapped students are dis-
cussed in the following piravaphs:

I. To identify the handicapped students in the
classroom, teachers may consult previous teachers,

principal, counselor, and the cumulative and health
records of the students. Teachers should also watch
for, and write down fur future reference, any special
behavior on the part of those students (rubbing eyes,

-out-of-seat behavior, unusual quietness, etc.)
2. If the teacher feels there is a need for additional
testing or evaluation, he/she should consult the
principal or school, counselor.
3. When planning an educational program, teachers
should remember that opportunities for sharing,
participating, and contributing as a working mem-
ber of the class are excellent for the morale of both
the handicapped and nonhandicapped students.
Futhermore, teachers should emphasize cocernifand respect for one another as they develo ndivid-
ual and group activities. Such attitudes e basic to
living in our democratic society.''

-........-
4. Encouragement to handicapped star ents can be
given by being friendly, understa , and patient,
and by giving praise for work well dol: Teachers
should avoid giving unearned praise, however. Real
progress and achievement lead to a feeling of satis-
faction and of belonging and improv?, the "self-
image" of students.
5. Teachers may deVlop feelings of security on the
part of the handicapped students by accepting them
in a realistic, matter-of-fact manner. This will also
promote acceptance by the other students.
6. Handicapped students, as well as nonhandi-
capped students, need competence in the areas of
healthful living, safety, family living, personal and
social adjustment, human relations, conservation,
consumer problems, civic responsibilities, and use
of leisure time. Social studies offer many and varied
opportunities for teaching these skills.
7. To help insure ma. 'mum growth andlearning for
each student, teachers must start at the level of each
student, select appropriate and interesting materials
that can be hatidled successfully, and use the proper
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procedures. Every effort should be made to discover
and utilize any special talents possessed by handi-
capped students. Opportunities should be provided
to help these students use their talents to function as
contributing members of the group.
8. Since evaluation is an integral part of the learning
process, teacher, students, and parents should
assume a major role in the development of a satis-
factory method of reporting.
9. Once teachers have planned an educational pro-
gram and made the necessary classroom arrange-
ments they should accept handicapped students as
regular .nembers of the group Any necessary
adjustment should be made quietly and subtly so as
not to be embarrassing to them.

The following sections will describe very briefly some
of the strategies which have been used successfully by the
author with middle-level students in social studies classes.
Ideas for these strategies have been gleaned from many
sources, too many, in fact, to identify all sources. Some
were suggested for other content areas and h vc,beet
adapted for use in social studies classes. Othe,ave been
developed to fit the specific needs of some student or
group of students.

Improvement of the Students' Self-image.
"Mainstreaming" seems to help improve the self-concept
of some handicapped students. They :earn from nonhan-
dicapped students and benefit from participating in class-
room activities. They do not seem to feel as "different" as
they might in special classes.

Allowing the students to work in small groups or
with individual students also appears to be beneficial.

Having people from the community who have spe-
cial training or who have similar handicaps visit with or
assist handicapped students, may help the students feel
better about themselves.

"Success stories,' -which are made available through
the library, can do much to help students realize that their
handicaps need not prevent them from being "worth-
while" persons. Knowing that their teacher cares about
them will probably help Improve the students' self-image
as much as any other one thing.

11.1pful Services for Teachers. Teachers of
handicapped students should not feel they are alone with
no place to go for help or advice. In fact, teachers are
encouraged to take advantage of all the services available
when planning educational programs for their students.

Teachers may contact their own state Department of
Education for a list of materials available for handi-
capped students. These often include large type books
(library or text), non-glossy writing paper, cassette tapes,
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books and articles from the newspapers and magazines,
records of various types, and other educational materials
that can be used by the classroom teacher.

Teachers in many districts have access to Instruc-
tional Media Centers. These centers have samples of
many types of materials The staff members of these
centers are expert-at demonstrating the materials and in
advising teachers about materials that will help handi-
capped students. Materials may be borrowed and used by
teachers and students at no cost.

The following "special" personnel are available in
many school districts for consultation, planning and diag-
nostic teaching.

I. Superintendent
2. Principal
3. Counselor
4. School nurse
5. Hearing specialist
6. School psychologist
7. Speech therapist
8. Learning disability teacher
9. teacher

10. Giefed teacher
I I. Resource teacher

Cooperation between teachers of academic classes
and the related arts classes should be encouraged. For
example, the physical education teacher might help with
exercises which improve coordination.

School supply catalogs and professional magazines
can help keep teachers of handicapped students informed
of materials that can be secured.

Practical Suggestions for Helping Han ii-
capped Students. Recording the social studies text-
book on cassette tapes will prove beneficial to students:

I. with reading problem,.
2. with visual problems
3. with a hearing Impairment
4. who learn better by auditory methods
5. who are easily distracted by normal classroom
activity
6. who want to be a member of a group

Suggestions:
I. Choose a quiet place to do the recording.
2. Use good quality tapes. Since most schools use a
textbook for a number of years, the tapes receive
hard use.
3. Divide each chapter into sections that are of
suitable length for handicapped students.
4. When recording the book, use your normal
voice. Read a little slower than normal. Enunciate
all words clearly.
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5. After finishing the.story portion, go back and
read information under pictures, maps, etc.
6. Students with coordination problems should use
a cassette player to avoid accidental erasing of tape.
7. Store tapes in a cool, dry place.

Placing masking tape on the pencil of a cerebral
palsied student will help keep the pencil under control. In
severe cases, a plastic splint may be helpful.

Students who have difficulty writing may be able to
do very well on tests if they are allowed td record their
responses on a tape recorder. This m, be done in a quiet
corner of the room. If that is not convenient, most librar-
ians are willing to supervise such activities in the library.

Students with reading or visual problems may be
able to do bitter ifthe teacher reads the test to them over
the tape recorder. Head phones make it possible for sev-
eral students to use the same tape. Individual study car-
rells reduce the temptation to copy.

In some instances, teachers m y want to allow stu-
dents to use notes whit k taking to ts.

Specific lessons tha t are to used by several stu-
dents or that need to be used several times may be lami-
nated (hot or cold) or covered wth clear contact paper.
"Wipe off crayons", "Plastic marks," or regular crayons
(harder to erase) n-ay be used to mark on the laminated
surface. The surface may be cleanalby rubbing with a dry
facial tissue. If teachers do not have access to materials for
laminating, plastic envelopes may be used. Answers
should he supplied ,f self-checking is desired. An example
is given below.

An outline map of the world may be taped to both
sides of a piece of oak tag. On one side write in the names
of the continents, oceans, major seas, etc. Leave the other
side blank. Laminate both sides or slip into a plastic
envelope. Students may write the names of the continents,
oceans, etc. on the blank side. Then turn the map over to
check location and spelling. Clean with a dry facial tissue
and it is ready to use again.

This process is a:so very useful if teachers want to
preserve pictures, articles from newspapers, etc. for use in

the future.
Commercial and "teacher made" games can help

teachers of handicapped students avoid unnecessary rou-
tine drill. Games provide practice and enthusiasin and
help create a positive attitude toward school. All parts of
the games can be laminated for permanence. Markers
should be large enough to be handed easily by handi-
capped students.

Teachers of handicapped students should not over-
look the possibilities provided by the use of "learning" or
"interest" centers, which can provide many opportunities
to promote independence in decision-making and self-
direction. Ideas are available from many sources.
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Some kinds Ohearning can best be accomplished on
field trips where students are allowed to observe, partici-

pate, and question. For example, a trip .to a museum
provides an opportunity to 'study a foreign culture
through its art, customs, costumes, etc.

Handicapped students are often aided in learning by
the use of concrete objects. Teachers might want to con-
sider bringing samples of products, specimens, collec-

tions, and exhibits into the classroom. Or better yet,
students may be enciraged to prepare these to share

with their classmates.

Using Globes and Maps. Globes are the most
reliable and accessible tool found in the social studies

classroom. Teachers of the handicapped will find them
useful when discussing a country or a continent in order
to bring out its relationship to other places and to clarify

ideas regarding size, distance, direction, and shape.
Globes are very useful in setting up interest centers. An

example follows:

Learning Cent r-Globeone or two persons
(Check your answers by looking on the back)
I. The 2 continents that are entirely in the western
hemisphere are and
2. The 4 continents that are almost all the eastern

hemisphere are and
3. The continent that is in both the western and

easterr hemisphere is which is near the
s South Pole.

4. The largest ocean is the
5. The largest continent is
6. The smallest continent is
7. The continent oil-which we live is
8. If you go east from South America, you would
find the continent of

Raised graphic-relief maps provide handicapped stu-
dents the opportunity to see and feel n .ntains. valleys,
plateaus, etc. Students can also trace a river from its
source to its mouth. Some maps may be placed on the
floor so that water can be poured on in the highlands,
allowing students to see the way rivers are formed. These
are also useful for locating highland and lowland areas,
examples of various land and water forms, etc.

Maps may be mounted on pieces of oaktag and cut
into jigsaw puzzles to help handicapped students learn

about their world.
Although commercial maps of many types are avail-

able for use in the social studies classroom, handicapped
students often find those made by themselves or their

classmates more helpful.
If drawing the map presents a problem, the teacher

may choose to use a transparency on an overhead projcc-
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for to enlarge maps on large sheets of paper. These can be
moved about if mounted on large sheets of cardboard

Political maps may be made by gluing different
colors of cereals on the map to represent the different
countries. Students may then make signs for the capital
cities and countries. Colored pins may be placed on the
map to show places being studied.

Simple graphic relief maps may be made by using a
transparency to draw the nutline of the country or conti-
nent and the regions where mountains, highlands, and
lowlands are located. Students may 'hen glue brown
beans on for mountains, mild for highands, and split peas
for lowlands. The students can then label each region with
its appropriate name.

A flour and salt clay (I cup flour, ih cup salt, 3
teaspoons alum, and enough water to moisten) may be
used by teachers and students to illustrate many geogra-
phical concepts.

To help students karn and understand the many
geographical terms used in social studies classes, teachers
can use illustrations along with written definitions. A
teadier might draw a picture of Florida to show that it is a
large arm of land reaching into the water.

Definitions also may be recorded by the teacher on a
cassette tape so that students may use them without
assistance

Students may be given clay (modeling, flour and salt,
cornstarch and salt. etc ) to make their own examples.

Using Charts. Charts are not only attractive but
can also be used as an additional means of teaching basic

NORTH POLE
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social studies concepts. The one shown below when
enlarged could be used as an aid in teaching latitudes A
transparency may be used to make it large enough for
Classroom use.

Handicapped students may develop a sense of pass-
ing time by making a time line showing the MaJoi events
in their lives. Photographs or hand drawn pictures may be
added These time lines are more effective if done on a
large sheet of paper An example follows:

born sat up

0 ye,a

birthday party fell down stairs

I year "r#,.. years

Foreign visitors to the community or persons from
the community who have visited foreign countries always
add to the educational program of handicapped students.
Their firstharul accounts of what they have seen- and
experienced make it easy for students to learn. Teachers
may preserve some of the ideas presented by these visitors
by taking colored photographs or slides cf objects
brought to be displayed, tape recording the visitor's pre-
sentation, or betnyet, having the presentation video-
taped.

CONCLUSION
Social studies teachers show understanding and con-

cern for handicapped students by creating an enthusiastic
love for social studies. This feeling is contagious. It helps
convince students and parents alike that social studies is
interesting and worthwhile
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4. MODIFYING STUDY GUIDES, PRACTICE AND
TESTS FOR STUDENTS WITH LEARNING DIFFI-

CULTIES AT THE SECONDARY LEVEL

by Anne Rogers Schlick, Margaret Gall, and R. Hunt Riegel

The handicapped student at the secondary school level must be taught by
modifying the regular curriculum. The teacher may be aided by examples :4
adapting materials, developing study guides, practice worksheets, and tests to suit
the needs of students with a variety of learning skills. While the procedures des-
cribed may require much time for the teacher in the beginning, practice will make
the process easier and more meaningful for both teacher and student. The authors
are with the Model Resource Room Project at the Plymouth-Canton Community
Schools in Michigan.

INTRODUCTION AND OVERVIEW

General education teachers at the secondary level
often see a sizable proportion of their classes (up to 30%
or more) who do not have the basic academic skills neces-
sary to effectively respond to the instructional materials
in use. These teachers, having been trained to organize
and present information about their subject matter, often
feel at a loss as to how to respond to these students. This is
particularly true for the handicapped adolescent who may
have begun to develop the attitude that the struggle to
learn is humiliating. This student especially needs to learn
what is esschtial through individualized motivating and
suppoOlveinstruction (Lenkowsky, 1977). It is not a lack
of intelledual ability which ,handicaps the learning dis-
abled older student, but the lack of regular curriculum
modification (DeWitt, 1977). This paper presents an
example of a hierarchy of tasks which may be used in
adapting materials to suit the needy of students with a
variety of learning skills. In addition we shall present
recommendations and examples of alternatives for devel-
oping study guides, practice worksheets and tests for use
in subject matter courses at the secondary level.

Individualization

It has often been noted that secondary students, as
other students, need individualized irstruction in order to
better develop the skills they need to suceed. Indi-
vidualization as used here does not mean teaching each
student separately, or even preparing separate assignments

for each student. Rather, the term refers to the planning
of instruction around the individual needs of students.
Such planning can usually be accomplished by grouping
students for instruction according to their current skills in
the task to be assigned (DeWitt, 1977). Often, for
example, providing one or two alternatives for a given
assignment will adequately accommodate the variety of
skills levels reflected in a class.

Most subjects taught in the schools consist of two
components. The first component is the basic "script" of
facts and ideas which must be acquired. The seccid com-
ponent consists of information about the content which is

derived from discussions and critical thinking. The acqui-
sition of factual information lends itself more readily to
individualized activities. Practice with basic facts can be
arranged at several levels simultaneously, and skill-based
groupings may be organized within the class. Once the
basic facts have been learned, the student should have
opportunities to discuss and apply the ideas learned. It
should be remembered, however, that the facts must be
learned first. To this end, a variety of practice activities is
helpful.

The point we wish to emphasize is that individualiza-
tion does not necessarily mean individual tutoring. If
skill-based groupings are made within the class fc: the
purpose of providing a variety of levels of practice (as we
shall discuss below), the teacher will have gone a long way
toward providing for the.individual needs of the students.
Certainly it is easier to Individualize for students who read
well and who are good at follow: 4 directions, but it is

Model Resource Room Project, Plymouth- Canton Community School District The pro.edures described herein were developed pursuant to a

grant from the United States Office of Education. ES E A Title IV-C Points of vwv or opinions stated do not necessarily reflect official position of the

granting agency or of the Plymouth-Canton Community School Dist) ict C 1979, Mcnic1 ;:c5ource Room Project, Plymouth, Michigan Reprinted with

permission
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also possible (as we hope to demonstrate) to provide
similar activities under more difficult circumstances, for
students who have not acquired these assets.

Modifying for SRecial Needs

Because our focus is on helping the handicapped
student succeed in the"Mainstream" of general education, the
skills emphasized below have been selected as being
within the capabilities of the majority of mildly and mod-
erately impaired students. Since such students often
receive supportive instruction from special education
teachers as well, or are - eturning to the mainstream from
special classes, it is essential that teacher, coordinate their
efforts. To generalize skills taught by the special educa-
tion teacher into the group instructional setting of the
regular class, the two teachers must engage in cooperative
lesson planning (Alley, 1977). Such cooperative planning
also points to skills which the special education teacher
might emphasize in preparing the student for the main-
stream.

Preparing effective programs for students on an indi-
vidualized basis is often perceived as an awe-inspiring
challenge. While good teaching techniques must always
be emphasized (e.g., correction of errors; reinforcement;
appropriate pacing), it may well tk that more effective use
of materials for all students (surely a mutually held goal)
can bridge the gap between "regular" and "special" educa-
tion (Ashcroft, 1977). Although commercial publishers
are trying to develop materials which mu better suit the
needs of students ith learning difficulties, teachers will
always have to odify materials &some degree, in order
to accommoda e specific needs and interests. Among the
ways to modify -materials which are under the teacher's
control are:

I. Selecting the topic and interest level
2. Varying the amount of material presented
3. Varying the difficulty of the material
4. Determining the sequence of presentation
5. Varying the mode of presentation
6. Altering the required mode of response
7. Developing supplementary learning aids

and practice materials (Adapted from
Goodman. 1978).

Sequencing Practice

In order for learning at the secondary level to be most
effective, understanding should be ensured. Understand-
ing is increased when the teacher moves the student
sequentially through introductory, practice and mastery
tasks. Based on information presented at the University
of Pittsburgh Child Service and Demonstration Center,
and on a sequence of teaching strategies developed there-
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in (Laurie, 1977), the materials described below are
intended to provide structured practice for students in a
given unit of study. The practice activities are sequenced
according to a hierarchy of recall skills to enable the
student to progress through successively more compli-
cated stages in reviewing subject matter materials. The
four basic levels of recall reflected include'

I. Copying (short-term memory and transfer
of information)

2. Recognition (reviewing, sorting and select-
ing material in different contexts)

3. Recall with cues (decreasing amount of
prompting)

4. Total recall (with minimal prompts):

It should be emphasized that these levels reflect
increasingly Independent recall of basic ficts, ideas and
terms. As such, they assist students in moving sequen-
tially toward mastery of factual information. Additional
activities, outside the purvey of this paper, must be pro-
vided by the teacher to encourage critical thinking and
comprehension. Such activities as discussion, simulation,
field trips and the like are examples of elaborative and
thought- provoking applications of the facts acquired.

A peat deal of attention has been given to the devel-
opment of advance organizers in learning (c.f., Ausubel,
1963; Gagne, 1965). Indeed, research has consistently
shown that providing a set for what is to be learned has
beneficial effects on what is remembered. To prepare
students for new information, teachers must decide which
elements of their subject matter are the most important.
By identifying overall objectives, teachers can select the
important passages from the text they want students to
cover. A study guide to accompany a chapter or unit can

-direct students as they search for information (Osburn,
1978).

The following is an example of a study guide which
identifies topic areas to be studied. In this guide the
teacher has identified the main ideas to be learned and
provided a worksheet for students to complete as they
encounter the answers either in class presentation or in
the textbook. For the majority of students this provides a
sufficient guide for their preparation of the zssential
material.

Example I Original Study Guide
Chapter Two Study Sheet

I. What does "civilized" mean?
2 What were the centers of civilization?
3. What did they trade?
4 Why did trade become difficult?



5. Why didn't people sail or the Atlantic
ocean?

6. What are some problems of navigation?
7. How did they make better ships?
S. What are some instruments used for navi-

gation?
9. How did they make better maps?

10. Know the following: trade routes, Cathay,
Ottoman Empire Prince Henry, naviga-
tion, astrolabe, caravel

Developing this kind of study guide has several
distinct advantages; it is relatively brief and may be devel-
oped in a short period of time, thereby conserving both
material and temporal resources for the teacher. In addi-
tion. such a guide can often serve as a management sys-
tem; when students are focussed on a relatively lengthy
task such as completing this sheet, the teacher then has the
opportunity to move about within the class to help indi-
vidual students, to form small discussion groups, and to
answer questions. The management of a lengthy assign-

ment avoids the distressing brouhaha associated with
assignments which are brief and require frequent changes.

Unfortunatek this assignment also has disadvan-
tages. Analysis of the skills necessary to complete the
study sheet reveals that unless the lesson is carefully
guided by the teacher, students must be able to:

1. Read the text
2. Identify main ideas
3. Note s ecific details

1-4. Li e tt index
5. Relate new ideas readily
6 Draw conclusions from sometimes sparse

information
7. Work independently

For those students who have these skills, this study sheet
may be an excellent study tool. For those who do not,
however, adjustments which must be made on an individ-
ual basis usually become apparent during class time, and
frustrations develop both for students and for the teacher.
The purpose of revising the study guide is to provide
specific directions for students operating at a variety of
levels. Key vocabulary terms are identified, defined, and
pages for further elaboration are cited. In addition, key
ideas to know are highlighted. This guide, used in con-
junction with in-class activities, helps the s'.adent sort out
the information needed, aids in other staff efforts with
handicapped students, helps the teacher present material
in a more organized manner, and makes test-writing easy.
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The teacher may, of course, delete some of the infor-
mation in a study guide for those students who have the
skills to find it on their own. Starting with explicit direc-
tions, however, assures that students will begin the chap-

ter study with the same basic "script."

Practice Worksheets

Once a student has been introduced to the material to
he learned. the task of learning and retaining the essential

Information begins. It is recommended that the teacher
identify the level of mastery desired, and prepare or select

materials leading to that particular level. Learning mate-
rial to the level of total recall requires more time and

practice than learning to a level of recognition. While we

may cite specific areas in which students should learn
factual information so that they may recall it automati-
cally (as with basic math facts or names of months), we

might also cite areas in which our purpose is to acquaint
students with a body of information to help them sort out

such information and remember relationships rather than

specific facts. In the latter case, providing activities

designed to promote total recall is both unnecessary and

time-consuming. For the student whcrhas difficulty learn-
ing, it is also counterproductive in that it leads to frustra-

tion and failure. Practice activities should be provided

only to the level of recall the classroom teacher will test.
Four basic levels of recall have been identified for

purposes of illustration. Bacause these levels reflect
increasingly more complex learning skills, it is strongly
recommended that teachers proceed through them
sequentially In this manner the acher can better ensure

that students will learn the appropriate material.
Although students have skills at all four recall levels.

sequential presentation and practice is the most efficient;

though a sjudent may progress through all four levels in a

single week (or less, at times) the sequencing of skills
helpful. It should also be noted that not all students will ,

progress through all four levels, nor do teachers necessar-

ily require that all do. The differences in the kinds of tasks

incorporated in each level permit students to perform at

the level(s) moat suited tq their own skills, and provide the

teacher with a greater capacity for individualizing within

a class. This can be done while still having all students
learning the same basic content.

Level 1: Copying
This level of responding is used primal ily when a

student is just being introduced to new material. It pro-
vides an opportunity for the student to become familiar
with the terms and ideas to be learned, in a way which

does not call for overtaxing or frustrating responses. As
the student searches for answers and writes (or says)
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them, two basic learning activities are taking place: the
material is being actively processed at a level readily
within the student's grasp, and it is being rehearsed
(reviewed) for the first time. Copying activities should
also provide an opportunity for the student to see the
same material presented (or reviewed) in a slightly differ-
ent way, rather than as a direct reproduction of the initial
presentation. This slight difference helps students develop
the notion of generalizability, and hence may ultimately
facilitate transfer. In order to slightly vary the activity
during copying, such techniques as altering the order of
items, changing a few words (but retaining the meaning),
and copying in different formats (e.g., fill in blanks; on
overhead transparencies; in crossword puzzles) may be
useful for the student.

Level 2: Recognition
This level of responding requires that the student

have stored some information about the material already
The task of recognizing involves ( I) matching the infor-
mation given to prior experience with that information
(memory) and (2) sorting the current information into
previot.ly learned relationships (identifying, selecting,
matching). While level I (copying) may require a more
complicated response in terms of writing, the level of
memory being tapped is lower. Practice with recognition
tasks provides the student with a variety of opportunities
to eview and rehearse specific facts and relationships.
This practice. particularly if monitored to ensure that the
correct relationships are being rehearsed, results in stu-
dents' being able to sort out and make sense of informa-
tion being learned more rapidly than they could prior to
the practice. If the key terms, and ideas to know are
basically understood and familiar to the students, then
more complex tasks such as recalling specific information
and thinking about how various ideas may be related to
each other becomes more possible. In this sense. copying
and recognition practice tasks provide the student with
the basic script from which interpretation and analysis
may be developed.

Level 3: Recall with Cues
When the basic script (terms and idea.) of the lesson

is familiar, the teacher should then begin to"fade out" the
degree of prompting that students have had To be most
effective, this fading should be gradual. Rather than
jumping immediately from recognition to total recall, an
intermediate step is helpful. This step asks the student to
add one more task to the sorting he is already doing; when
the associations between ideas and between terms and
their definitions have been learned, then with a little
prompting those associations may he readily recalled
This level (recall with cues) is intended to provide that
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transition. Such cues as part of words may be used when
the answer sought is a bit ambiguous. When a blank space
is to be completed, either the definition of the answer
sought is given or a hint is provided nearby. By providing
a variety of such experiences for students, as well as such
activities as small group self-quizzes (a form of peer tutor-
irg) the teacher increases the likelihood that students will
be able to recall information at a later time.

Level 4: Total Recall
When students have had structured experience in

dealing with the content of a particular unit or topic of
study, and when activities have been provided in which
recall of information has been practiced, and when the
teacher determines that total recall of information is the
desired outcome, then additional activities should be pro-
vided to T. nsure that students learn the materials to this
level of proficiency

It is particularly important that the student not only
be exposed to the content of the material covered by a
test, but also to the form in which a test will be given. The
results of a study conducted in the Learning Research and
Development Center in Pittsburgh show that "students
a:e more likely to answe- correctly if they have been
directly taught the mate. iai covered by a test and if they
have been frequently exposed to the test format".

STUDY GUIDES

Why Develop Study Guiue)s?

The teacher's task is one of helping students learn what
is important in a given course of study. Determining what is
necessary to learn serves as an advance organizer for both
the student (in guiding study and practice activities) and
the teacher (in focussing instruction on key issues and
difficult concepts). Developing clear and complete study
guides has been found to be very helpful in a number of
ways

I It serves as a review for the teacher.
2 It increases the teacher's feeling of self-contidence and
encourages creativity in presenting materials
3. It gives the student a preview of what he is about to
study.
4 It gives the student an organized structure for learning
5. It increases the student's recognition of important
points in the text or lesson.
6. It makes retention easier by providing categories of
information.
7. It increases continuity in the class, should a substitute
by required
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8. It provides specific information about the assignment
for others who wish to help the student (e.g., parents;
resource room teachers; tutors).

In short, taking t1 time to prepare clear and com-
prehensive study guides gives all people involved a more
clear idea of what is expected and what is to be taught.
Certainly this is at first a time-consuming process, and
may require several hours of preparation. It has been our
observation, however, that by the second or third time
through the procedure, the time required to prepare a
study guide has been reduced to as little as one half-hour.

How to Prepare a Study Guide

Being familiar with the material is the teacher's first step
in preparing a study guide. Once the textual materiel and

... any other information the teacher wishes to include have
been identified and reviewed, the process of selecting and
organizing this material begins. Most content areas can
be divided into three major categories of information:
vocabulary or key terms, ideas or concepts to learn, and
analysis and critical thinking skills related to the material.
Because the focus in this paper is on retention of factual
information, only the first two of these categories are
addressed in the study guide. Additional teaching activi-
ties whin the class such as discussion and projects enable
the teacher to elaborate on the basic factual material by
encouraging higher-level thinking processes.

To select and organize the factual information to be
learned: .

I. List the major categories of information in
the material to be learned, such as:

a. Key terms (vocabulary and phrases)
b. Specific facts, ideas and concepts to

learn.

2. Select information considered important
to know (for example, which you would test),
and list under the categories identified above.
Include definitions and page numbers in this
listing, so that going back to retrieve this
information is not necessary.

3. When subcategories become evident, or-
ganize the information selected accordingly.
For example:

a. Key terms b. Idras&Concepts
I. People I. Trends
2. Events 2. Systems
3. Places 3. Causes
4. Definitions 4. Procedures
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4. Prepare the study guide for use. There are
several considerations which should be kept in
mind during this step:

a. The format (organization and place-
ment of items within the study guide,will
affect its flexibility for use with students
at different ability levels). For example,
if parts of the study guide are to be
blocked out for students with indepen-
dent study and referencing skills, this is
more easily accomplished if the key
terms or ideas are arranged in columns.
Refer to the "how to use" section below
for ideas which have implications for
formatting.

b. Production suggestions:
I. Type the study guide rather than

using handwriting.
2. Use at least Pica-sized type.
3. Group related material together

visually (by spacing) to help stu-
dents keep it organized.

4. Stencils or photocopies are prefer-
able to dittos.

5. Print on only one side of the page,
especially if dittos must be used.

It is recognized that these suggestions have a
cost, both in time and in supplies. The ultimate
value to the students' mastery of the material,
however, offsets at least a part of this added
cost. In addition, the organization of material
which results from careful initial development
has long-term benefits for the teacher because
of the possibility for future uses of the same
guides.

The above procedures have been described in general.
Individual teachers may differ significantly in the manner
in which information is selected for inclusion in the study
guide. For example, if the teacher has already developed a
test to begiven, the material contained therein constitutes
an excellent source for the material to be included in the
guide. Conversely, if the test has not yet been developed,
the study guide also serves as a test development gui'' ' for
the teacher. .

In some instances a teacher might wish to include
material from a variety of sources through class presenta-
tion. In compiling the study guide, this additional informa-
tion could also be included, thereby expanding the subject
matter given to the student as well as increasing the
teacher's latitude in selection of content.
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Example 2. Revised Study Guide Suggestions fot Classroom Use of Study Guides

Key terms
WORD
navigation
trade
trade route
civilized
civilization
astrolabe

latitude

sphere
chart a course
log book
caravel
PEOPLE
Prince Henry
PLACES
Cathay
Indies

DEFINITION
finding one's way
buying and selling things
way between trade centers
people living in organized groups
organized groups of people
old navigation tool used to.find
North/South
measurement of North/
South distance
round, ball-like object
deciding in what direction to sail
record of ship's travel
ship with triangular sails

Portuguese navigator and explorer

another name for China
another name for India

Ottoman Empire country set up by Muslim Turks
IDEAS 10 KNOW
A. Centers of civilization

I. Middle East
2. China
3. India
4. Europe

B. Things traded
I. spices
2. gold and silver
3. cotton and silk
4. jewelry

C. Three reasons trade was difficult
I. Land routes to East were controlled by Muslim

Turks
2. Small amount of goods to trade
3. The merchants were sometimes robbed

D. People disliked sailing on the Atlantic Ocean
I. Water was rough
2. Afraid of:

a. sailing off edge of world
b. sea monsters

E. Problems with navigation
I. Needed 4etter ships
2. Needed better maps
3. Needed better tools (instruments)

F. Instruments (tools) for navigation
I. /.strolabe - helped scilors
2. Quadrant - helped find their location
3. Magnetic compass - points North
4. Sandglass - used to tell time
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Experience has illustrated that most students, including
those who have been "mainstreamed", score higher on tests
after material to be learned is specifically identified, prac-
tice activities have been provided, and a variety of presen-
tation techniques have been used. Research has shoWn that
we learn 50% of what we both see and hear, and 704 of
what is discussed with others (Glasser, 1969). Based on this
and other findings, it is recommended that teichers use
visual aids and discussion techniques when presenting new
material.

Study guides can be tied in a variety of ways. Using a
transparency of the guide is an excellent method for
introducing new material. Discussion is stimulated by
leaving the definitions and page numbers out of trans-
parency, thereby providing the students an opportunity to
read the words and discuss them within their own frame of
knowledge, Such an initial presentation uses both visual
and auditory input, allowing more students the opportun-
ity to learn. In addition, an initial overview of this nature
gives the students a set for what they will be studying in the
following activities.

When introducing any new technique (as in using
study guides for class presentations) the students must be
oriented to the process. Rules for discussionand participa-
tion should be determined and explained. Students need
time to adjust to a new procedure, and the teacher must
provide guidance and structure to help this adjustment. To
encourage participation iritlefirststudy guide discussion,
the student can earn "daily work"credit by participating. It
has been our observation that careful monitoring of class
d scussion makes it more likely that all students will
cuntribute. To help in this monitoring, such arrangements
as selecting a student for record-keeping and reinforcing
specific responses might be tried. Regardless of the tech-
niques the teacher selects, it is important to enforce the
established rules for discussion, and to reinforce adherence
to these rules.

In addition to using the study guide for initial presen-
tation, it may be readily used for additional purposes such
as:

I. A guide to tess writing for the teacher
2. A simplified method for reviewing material

in preparation for a test
3. P check sheet for students to use in cor-

recting their practice work sheets (de-
scribed below). This is particularly effec-
tive gor the student because it provides
immediate corrective feedback. In addition,
it reduces the time necessary for correction
of papers by the teacher. Either an over-



head transparency or the completed study
guide can be used for this checking..

4. An excellent reference for other people (for
example, resource room teachers and par-
ents) who wish to help the student in his; her
studies.

After students have been introduced to new material,
practice activities should be provided to facilitate reten-
tion. As already mentioned, such practice activities must
be arranged sequentially, to progress from simple to more
complex skills. Based on the levels of memory described in
the introduction, it is important that students be given
copying activities, before they are asked to recall. Prior to
developing practice activities the teacher should determine
the level of memory to be tested. This is particularly
important in that practice should lead to that level of
mastery. For example, if the test is at the recognition level,
then practice at higher levels of memory (recall with cues or
total recall) would be unnecessary.

COPYING

The first practice activities involve copying, which
increases the student's familiarity with the material. Copy-
ing gives the student the first opportunity to rehearse tin..

terial in the study guide. Students interact with the
material by writing, which is a way of learning. For the
handicapped, this may be a way to break down the frustra-
tion caused by numerous unsuccessful experiences. Stu-
dents who have avoided tasks, rather than fail, may be
shown that they can be successful with copying activities.
In same cases, verbal copying (verbal rehearsal) is pro-
vided, as when student" are asked to repeat discussion
facts.

Copying activities can be developed in two ways.
First, they can be verbatim from the study guide. To
produce these, the udy guide is typed in its entirety and
copies are made. De

I
itions of terms and portions of ideas

to be learned ate the blocked out either with correction
fluid to "white out" portions or covered with self-adhesive
labels. The needed copies are then run. In the example
given (see example 3), note that page numbers were not
deleted. For the advanced group in the class, even these
maybe blocked.

The second type of copying work (see example 4)
looks much like a typical assignment sheet or test. It was
written from the guide but with slight variation; it is net
sequential, some words have been substitutefl, and the
format differs. These too may he produced with or without
page number cues. Both types of copying worksheets can

be used to individualize for groups within the classroom.
Either type of copying worksheet described above

may be used at a variety of skill levels. For handicapped
students, the worksheet can be completed using the study
guide as an information source (directly copying from the
study guide). For students with "average" skill levels, the
textbook is the primary information source. Page numbers
have been left on the worksheet as cues for these students.
For the highest functioning students, even the page
numbers may be deleted from the worksheet, so that their
referencing skills may be brought to bear in using the
textbook as a primary information source. It should be
noted at this point that all three of these activities are
copying activities, in that the information being practiced
is directly available to the student for transfer from one
place to another.

In addition to the above, other classroom applica-
tions of copying activities might include completing the
worksheet as a class activity (using an overhead transpar-
ency), with students locating answers either in their text-
books or on their study guides. in addition, these work-
sheets might be used either as independent classwork or as
homework. In some cases, the teacher might use them as
open book tests. In all cases, t hesecopyi ng experiences give
students the background to move on to higher levels of
responding.

Example 3. Copying Worksheet for Stud et ts Using the
Textbook

Key terms
WORD DEFINITION
navigation (P. 32)
trade (p 25)
trade route (P. 25)
civilized (P. 27)
(continue with key terms as shown)

Ideas to know
Centers of civilization

2.

3.

4.

B. Things traded
.

2.

3.

4.
(continue with ideas o know as s
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Example 4. Copying Worksheet for Students Using the
Study Guide

I. Navigation is
2. The 4 centers of civilization are:

3. Europe and Asia traded:
A.

B

C
4. Three instruments used for navigation are

5. The three ways ships were improved were

6. The navigators kept records of their ship's travel in a
book.

7. A is a navigation tool.
f . is buying and selling things.
9 was a Portuguese navigator

and explorer.
10. The ways between trade centers are called

1 I. The North-South Measurement on a map is called

12. Another name for China is

7
RECOGNITION

Recall of subject matter is an extremely complex
process. Not only must the student have available in
memory all of the information and relationships neces-
sary, but he must be able to retrieve it at t he right time. The
most effective way to provide for this is to increase the
amount' of practice during initial learniw. If we expect'
students to usefactual information, we must includearran-

- gements for practicins its retrieval. The recognition level of
memory provides this in,that it requires that the student
have retained information about the subject matter to the
degree that she/ he car recognize it when it is once again
presented. This does not, however, rtquire that she? he be
able to recall this subject matter completely on her' his
'Own. Rather, such activities provide for rehearsal of
relationships and associations.

Recognition reqUires that a choice of answers be
available to .the student. Performance involves distin-
guishing an "old" sthnirlus from any number of "new" ones
,,that May also be present. By identifying correct responses
from structured choices, Comprehension Of concepts is
encouraged. There are several major types of recognition
items whictrray be constructed:

I. Materhing (words to pictures; dates to
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events; words of definitions; characters to
description. etc.)

2. Multiple choice (sentence completion; se-
lecting positive instances; identifying nega-
tive instances; analogies, etc.)

3. True/false questions
4. Sorting and categorizing.

The major characteristics of recognition activities are
that the student has already reheatistd the material at least
once, and that the correct iltionst sought is immediately
available for the student for possible selection.

At the recognition level, practice -ms should rein-
force the concepts included in the dy guide. The stu-
dent's task is to recognize the Iswer from those
provided and to make acts . to those structured
choices. However, practice items should not be obscure or
overly subtle.

When matching or multiple choice format is used, we
suggest limiting the possible responses to five. Research
has shown that students can deal most effectively with
three to seven items at a time. Thus, while a teacher may
give many practice questions, the student should select the
correct response from about five alternatives. -

Missing blank items should also provide choices. Twc
short choices listed under the blank usual! is the most
convenient, although a list of more ch ces may be
included at the end of the section. Leavin a blank t ut
providing no choices requires a high lev f memory,
and is included in the next section (reca cues). The
reader should also note that asking a student to correct
false answers in a true/false format is not a recognition
activity. Determining whether the item is true or fa!se
requires memory at the recognition level; requiring a
student to correct'an item calls for recall beyond recogni-
tion.

One or several recognition level worksheets may be
developed, depending on the needs of the student, the
length of the unit, and the time available to the teacher for
their development. The following is an example of several
recognition items which might be developed for practice at
this level.

Example 5. Recognition Worksheet Examples

Select the definition
I. Navigation

k A sewer
B) Finding one's way
C) A round, ball-like object

2. Trade
A) People living together



B) Record of a ship travels
C) Buying and selling things

Select a word
3. Organized group of people

A) navigation B) sphere C) civilization
4. Navigation tool used to determine North and South

A) astrolabe B) sphere C) caravel
True! False:
5. A log book shows the record of a ship's travels. True or

False
6. A caravel is a ship with four masts. True or False?

Fill ,n the blanks:
7. was a Portuguese navigator and

explorer.
King George
Prince Henry

8. Modern Indonesia was once called
Atlantic Islands Spice Islands

Matching
9, astrolabe

10. sandglass
II. quadrant

A. Let them know if they were
moving North or South

B. Helped them find their location
C. Used to tell time

Label each sentence as a:
A. Center of

civilization C. Trade difficulty4
B. Thing traded D. Atlantic sailing problem

12 Spices
13. Middle East
14 Landroutes to the East were controlled by the

Muslim Turks
15 Rough water
16. People thought the world Was flat
17 China
18. Jewelry
19. Small amounts of goods

20. Complete this chart
Problem of Navigation Better maps

better ships Instruments
I. I. I. .
2. 2. 2.

A. Changed the shape to be longer, lower and larger
B. Chart with latitude and longitude
C. Started to use both square and triangular sails
(coronets)
D. Use of globes
E. Magnetic compass
F. Sandglass

Recognition worksheets may be put on overhead trans-
parencies, for use as stimulus in guided class discussion.
This transparency may be completed and used as a key for

students to correct their own worksheets. In addition,
students might be asked to substantiate their responses by
making reference to the text or other information sources
used. The teacher may find it useful to keep a completed
copy of all recognition worksheets available in a folder for
students to use in correcting subsequent worksheets.

Recognition level worksheets may be given as home-
work for individual students. Because homework should
provide appropriate practice, some students may need to
refer to their study guides. Although at this level students
should be"encouraged to complete the practice activities
without their study guides, occasional reference to the
guides will help ensure practice of appropriate responses.

It should be noted that many subjects need not be
learned beyond a recognition level. If the types of items
described above are to be used as test items, practice
activities need not go beyond this level.

RECALL WITH CUES

Once a student can recognize a correct response, it is
time to bridge the gap between storage and retrieval of
information. Having provided the student with rehearsal
activities (copying) and with practice in selecting correct

1 responses (recognition), we now provide students with
rehearsal in retrieving information. Recall worksheets
which include cues provide practice by giving prompts or
hints until the essential performance is achieved. Such
activities take the student one step closer to independent
recall, but provide clues when "hurdle help" is neded.

The most effective prevention for forgetting is repeti-
tion. Recalling with cues provides a student with practice
in tetaining and remembering while using a higher level
memory than recognition. At the same time, additional
practice and rehearsal of concepts included in the study
guide. is provided:

The cues which are selected for each item will depend
greatly upon the teacher's method of presentation. Recall
during testing is improved if the stimulus used is similar to
the stimulus encountered during practice. If records,
tapes, or or other auditory cues were provided during
presentation, they may be used again to help students
recall the information. le-elassroom presentation and
practice included three-dimensional models pt manipula-
tive activities, cues might be kinesthetic or tactile. Sim-
ilarly, if visual aids were used during instruction, visual
cues are helpful during practice and testing. In general,
developing activities at this level involves identifying key
phrases or concepts to be recalled, and providing effective
prompts for ancients. The following are several types of
activities which might be used in developing practice at
this level of memory.
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Example 6. :.call Wig-Cues Sample hems

I. _$_ _ _ _ _ is a measurement of North and South distance.
2. People who live in organized groups are said to be C ED.

3. Prince Heiry was a because he helped people find their way.
4. The 4 centers of civilization in 1500 A.D. were C

Middle East, I ' , and E
5. Some things that people traded were , jewels,

(flavoring)
, and

(valuable minerals) (cloth materials)

Across
2 Way between trade

centers (2 words)
3 Record of ship's travel
4 Deciding in what direc-

tion to sail (3 words)
8 Portuguese navigator and

explorer (2 words)
9 People living in organ-

ized groups
.10 Finding one's way
13 Measurement of North

South distance
14 Country set up by

Muslim Turks (2 words)

1"

L

/"
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Down
I Old navigation tool used
to find North/South

5 Organized groups of people
6 Buying and selling things
7 Round, ball-like object
9 Another name of China

II Ship with triangular
sails

12 Another name for India

...

C

II
A

I
it

-4

..1



As with study guides and recognitiOn worksheets, recall
with cues worksheets may be placed on overhead trans-

parencies d used for class discussion While study

guides may DC used to complete these worksheets (partic-

ularly for some students encount ;ring difficulty), stu-
dents should be encouraged to complete the worksheet on

their own. Such worksheets have been found helpful both

in the class and as individual homework.
Students may be encouraged to correct their own work

in one of two ways. a completed worksheet may be dis-
played on an overhead trasnparency for use as part of a

class activity, or a completed-worksheet may be obtained

for individual use from a teacher.
If the teacher decides to administer a test at this level.

practice activities need not go beyond (i.e., to total recall)
Students should have an opportunity for rehearsal and

practice, and for becoming familiar with the level of recall

expected for testing

RECALL

Total recall of subject matter is the most difficult
level of memory. It requires the student to retrieve facts
an' concepts without the benefits of choices or cues For
material to be readily accessible for total recall, the stu-
dent should nave ample opportunity for organizing the
information and practice in retrieving it from storage

Total meal: requires the student independently to
associate questions with answers. Students must remem-
ber Information over an extended'periodof time and then

sequence, cluster, or otherwise organize that information
for a response Typical total recall questions are of the

essay or "open-ended" type, and im'olve the use of more

skills than partial recall of isolated facts. (See example 7,

does it look familiar" Remember the types of practice
which prepared the student for this level )

Example 7 Total Recall Sample Items
I What does "cll. 'hied" mean"
2 What were the centers of civilization''
3 What did they trade?
4 Why did trade become difficult.'
5. Why didn't people sail on the Atlantic

Ocean"
6 What are some problems of navigation`'
7 How did they make better ships"
8 What are some instruments used for

navigation''
9 How did they make better maps`"

10 Define the following trade routes, Cathay,
Ottoman Empire, Prince Henry, naviga-
tion, astrolabe, caravel.

to4

Articular characteristic of total recall questions is
their tendency to also draw on interpretive or critical

thinking skills. By relating and organizing facts to
respond to such questions the student must go beyond

simple recall of those facts; often problem-solving and

other skills are needed. If ch skills are needed tiey
should be tapped during instruction as well, through such

activities as discussions and simulation exercises. At the

risk of being redundant, it is important to ensure that

students have had practice experience both at the .evel of

recall being tested and with the type of wiestion to be

as!ted. Test questions.should relate directly to material

which had been covered in class
:Ihe decision to use total recall questions should be a

careful one. Recall of facts which are used regularly in the

person's life (e.g.. making change) should be learned to

the 'evel of total recall. However, the majority of informa-

tion included in the school curriculum need not be learned

to this level, information which car' easily be found in
basic reference books, which is not critical to 'he daily life

of a Wire, or which provides enrichment or minor back-

ground information (such as trivia) does not call for Iota]

recall proficiency. In fact, a more useful and long-lasting

skill for the student would be knowing where to obtain

information when it is not readily recalled
The use of total recall items should be a conscious

choice for v. hieli students have been prepared with prac-

tice activities and repeated rehearsal If additional skills
ate to be applied (e.g., critical thinking or evaluation),
practice should be provided for these as well

TESTS

In study guide development, the content to be pres-

ented is identified A professional decision is made
regarding the important concepts and terms to be empha-

sized during instructior During this content organiza-

tion stage, it is equally to make a decision
regarding the level of memory to be tested.

Test writing is usually a time-consuming process
However, having previously identified the important con-

cepts and terms when writing the study guide, test writing

becomes a simple procedure. It takes significantly more

time to decide what to test than it doe,, to actually write

the items.
We have outlined lour levels of memory copying,

recognition, recall with cues, and total recall Certainly

the last three levels lend themselves to content mastery

testing The teacher may decide to use some combination

of these levels for testing, depending on the nature of the

subject matter, or use only a single level in constructing a



test. Reprdteu of the level of memory selected for test-
ing. practice activities should be provided up to and
including that level. Recognition tests can be appropriate
for the majority of content areas, especiuly for students
who have difficulty with total recall. Such test items as
multiple choice items focus the student on the informa-
tion which was presented, rather than focusing unduly on
deficient skill areas such as writing.

Experience in field-testing the types of materials des-
cribed in this paper has shown that students need assist-
ance in familiarizing themselves with alternati ,e testing
form -. While nonhandicapped students can usually
score well on total recall tests (which often tap prior
knowledge and experience in addition to new informa-
tion), handicapped students frequently have difficulty at
this level. When impoi nt information has been specifi-
caliy identified in a study guide, however, and when a
recognition test is given, we have observed handicapped
students scoring as well as (and in some cases, better than)
their nonhandicapped peers.

In conclusion, we have presented suggestions for
planning instruction for students who have difficulty
learning subject matter material from textbooks or who
have difficulty with unstructured recall. An effective
alternative for individualizing-in a large group is to care-
fully prepare study guides which specify instructional
content to be learned. This basic "script"can than be used
to provide sequential practice activities to assist the stu-
dent in reaching the desired level of mastery. The addi-
tional time and patience required during the development
of these materials will be rewarded with increased student
achievement and participation in the class.
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5. COOPERATIVE TEACHING OF
SENIOR HIGH SOCIAL STUDIES TO

HANDICAPPED STUDENTS

by Roger Lipelt and Katy Mtyers

An experiment at Wayzata Senior High School, Minnesota. combined the
efforts of one special education teacher and one social studies teacher in designing a
curriculum. The prima, .y aim of this planning was a curriculum that couldfulfill the
need to inform students about social. tudies and afford them the chance for success
while learning. Roger Lipelt is a social studies teacher and Katy Meyers is a special
learning and behavior problems teacher, both at Wayzata Senior High School.
Minnesota.

Social Studies loom like a me lacing cloud over the
heads of many students but perhapt. most of all over those
with handicaps. In a discipline where wading and writing
skills are essential to success, students who are weak in
these areas become more discouraged each year and often
give up or become behavior problems. M Wayzata Senior
High School in Minnesota we have attempted to help
students with a class designed to meet their educational
needs.

A joint venture seemed necessary '1 design a curricu-
lum that could fulfill both the need to inform students
about social studies and offer them :he chance for success
while learning d team of L.-te special education teacher
(learning disabi ties and bel-ivior problems) and one
social studies teacher was fotmed. The administration
approved an experimental class limited to 25 sophmores
who would be identified through a cooperative effort with
junior high teachers. The ability levels of students selected
vary significantly and include handicaps such as behavio-
ral ,Isorders, specific learning disabilities, mild retarda-
tion.

Planning tlab Course

In planning this course, we encountered three major
questions: How do we evaluate students? What do we
teach? How do we teach it? Perhaps the most consistent
factor had been our belief that if learning is likely to
occur, students must experience succer.6. In the past their
problems have interfered with successful learnitig in the
traditional environment. Therefore, in planning the course
we were determined to evaluate students in ways other
than traditional written tests. f,nitially we wrote individ-

ual contracts with students in which they had two main

options: pass-fail or a letter grade. All but two students
elected the P-F system. This method reduces the anxiety
and fear of failure, but it also seems to reduce the incen-
tive for the quality of work that we felt many students
capable of accomplishing.

Grading System

At the beginning of the seccnd trimester, we decided
to adopt a grading system which would stimulate and
prompt greater achievement and yet make it possible for
all students to succeed and feel capable. In our effort to
avoid major tests as a basis for grading, we concluded that
daily grades could be a satisfactory alternative. We award
up to three points a day for: I. completion of assignment,
2. appropriate behavior, and 3. a positive effort. "ro effect
the desired behavior, we employ two major contrt I mech-
anisms. If a student fails to complete an assignment,
he/she is not admitted to class until a is completed. We
are able to use the staff in the L.D. Resource Room to
assist students in completing assignments while class is
convening. When they display inappropriate behavior,
students are asked to leave and go for time out to the
Resource Room. In either of these instances students lose
daily points.

We have tound that our students value the class. The
most effective control we have is the possibility that if
students fail to perform, they will be returned to a tradi-
tional social studies class. Results of an evaluation com-
pleted at the end of the first trimester indicated that 95%
of our students wished to remain in our class and thought
they were benefiting from it.
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Through the accumulation of daily points and extra
credit project points, students can measure their progress
and seem to feel positive about their accomplishments
Although the class attitude varies from day to day, we feel
that students are more confident about the learning pro-
cess in social studies as indicated by daily grades.

Course Content and Methodology

Social Studies for tenth g.aders is divided into three
trimesters and covers American history from 1877 to the
present. In our American History Skills course we are
paralleling the sequence followed by the traditional class
in order to utilize speakers and films available to other

students
We proceeded with the belief that learning by doing

is best for our students and that a variety of activities is
necessary. We would like to outline briefly some exam-
ples of procedures and methods we have found successful

Short Reading Assignments. Assigned readings
are no more than three pages. Reading levels vary within
the 4-9th grade range. Key concepts are stressed and
discussed before the reading Immediately after the read-
ing, short questions about main ideas and factual infor-
mation are asked either verbally or in writing. Sometimes

we use these readings to develop thinking patterns by

asking students to apply historical concepts to present-
day events. Our students like to discuss current events. so
that the more we can relate the past to the present, the
greater is the interest level of our students.

In the beginning of the year we asked students to
finish assignments at home and bring them to class. Many
forgot them or failed to complete them. so we soon
switched our approach Time in class v. as given for
assignments and we were both available to help inch v ;du-
als Of small groups. We knew that some students needed
to be read to A non-reader is -not necessarily a non-
learner. however. We have worked on reinforcement of
study skills, library skills. map and chart reading skills
We have also ordered magazines and have found them to
be appropriate both in content and reading level. Stu-
dents did crossword punks and word games fJr extra
credit and many of the articles were timely and offered the
students a welcome relief from textbooks We frequently
used the magazines as a springboard for writing When a
situation was presented or a question posed, we had the
students put their thoughts in writing and compared the
various responses

Vocabulary Development. It became appar-
ent that many students needed to increase their vocabu-
laries before they could discuss certain concepts. At first
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we merely noted important words verbally. Later we
discussed and posted important vocabulary words, defin-
ing and correctly using words in a sentence. As vocabu-
lary development increased to 20-25 words, we found one
successful way to drill students. Groups of students. often
by row, formed teams and had to define and use words
correctly in sentences. Team members could help each
other but only one answer was accepted. Points for cor-
rect responses were completed a,'c1 heavy praise was given

the winning team.

Use of Films, Filmstrips and Video Tapes.
Many interesting video materials are available for classes
in U.S. History. We have found that workshwts work
well with filmstrips because we can pause and give time
for students to catch up as the filmstrip is in progress or
can even stop and discuss something, continuing when all

are ready. We have more success with films and video
tapes if we discuss them afterwards or ask for a theme in

reaction to the material. Our students get lost if they are
asked to watch, listen, and write at ttie same time.

Individual Conferences. Both teachers meet
with each student and point out what is acceptable and
not acceptable (or strength and weaknesses) in perfor-
mance. We suggest areas where the student needs to work
and complement his tier strengths. During these confer-
ences we are as specific as possible.

Worksheets. Worksheets seem to work better
when given in connection with written materials. Our
students must take more time to think about information
before they are to digest it If the material is written, they
have the luxury of going over it twice or even three times
before they attempt to write an answer

Games. We have used games as a reward. Students
are occasionally allowed to play games when they have
performed well in assigned activity Games such as Dog-
fight, Broadside, U.S. Bingo, Stratego, and Scrabble are
used

Individual Folders and Calendars. We dis-
tribute folders containing a monthly calendar to each
student A reminder of ways to earn points is at the top of
the calendar anti spaces are provided for students to mark
a.id keep track of each day's activities This provides
another means for students to evaluate themselves and
their progress

Writing Deficiency of Our Students. Patience
in developing writing skill has been our biggest strength.

We began by doing a variety of exercises in which we
aske ' students to complete or write one sentence. In
history one of the most imnortant tools for understanding
events is the Ir w of Cat: and Effect We were able to



develop thinking and writing skills at the same time by
using this law as a basis for a writing exercise. We gave the
students an event or cause in history by starting a sentence
with a phrase and then asked students to finish the sent-
ence with words which complete the idea to make a true
statement.

For instance. we used the invention of the automo-
bile as a cause. We started a sentence as follows: Because
the automobile was invented ( ... A... ). Students could
easily think of words that would complete this thought.
At the same time they would develop a pattern for writing
sentences. The next phase of this exercise asked students
to take the words in the (A) portion of the sentence and
repeat the procedure by making a new sentence as illus-
trated in the following. Because (repeat the words from A)

B ). Using this device, otir students were able to
extend their thoughts and understanding about the effects
of the automobile in our society in ways that surprised
them and would please any teacher. Through constant use
of this technique, our students began to write meaningful
sentences and became more confident of their ability to
do so.

The most successful of our writing activities was a
reaction paper to the video file "The Grapes of Wrath".
As thee watched the film, students kLyt notes of what
happened to the Joad family. After the film, we gave the
writing assignment in a series of four steps. By providing
an organization for students, we overcame a major obsta-
cle. They often want to do well but do not know how to
approach an assignment. We simply organized it for
them. .

Step I. Students selected four of the things that hap-
pened,to the Joad family from their notes. They
then chose the four that they considered most
important.

Step 2. As the first part of a paragraph th:y described
how the event occurred in terms of the story

Step 3. They told how they felt or reacted to this. This
process was repeated in four paragraphs.
We asked then to make some conclusions
about the effects that the Depression had on
Americans.

Step 4.

The procedure to be followed was explained and put
on the board. Papers could be developed in five para-
graphs as follows:

Paragraph I. Descriptien of first event, explanation of
how it happened in the story, and personal
reaction to the event.

Paragraph 2. Same procedure as the above paragraph,
but description of the second event.

Paragraph 3. Same procedure as above paragraph but
description of third event.

Paragraph 4. Same procedure as above paragraph but
description of fourth event.

Paragraph 5. Concluding statements about the effects
of the Depression. The papers handed in
were the best work yet for many students.

This course is well worth the effort that we are making.
We are meeting the educational needs of many students
who, without such a class, would experience another
unsatisfactory experience or perhaps failure. We recog-
nize that our course can be made better and intend to
work on curriculum. We need to collect and prepare a
variety of materials that will benefit our students. Our
students are making gains both in understanding histori-
cal concepts and in self-esteem. Mainstreaming appears
to be working in this instance and is demonstrating to us
that all students have dignity, worth, and the capacity to
grow, develop, and learn.
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6. IMPROVING THE HANDICAPPED STUDENT'S
SELF-CONCEPT: CLASSROOM STRATEGIES

by Gerald P. Elovitz

Students learn to value themselves from how they view themsleves as accepted
by other people whom they trust. Thefirst consistent challenges to children, feelings
of success or failure in comparison to other children, occur in school. Instructional
activities should be designed to help children deal with their "diff:erences" before
they begin to feel inferior. The author is a classroom teacher and school psycholo-
gist. He is a Clinical Fellow in Psychology at the Harvard Medical School and
associated with Lewis Bay Mental Health Associates, Inc., Cape Cod,
Massachusetts.

Because handicapped students may believe they are
different from or less capable than their classmates, they
develop hidden handicaps (A low self-esteem, pcor self-
image, little confidence, etc. Such a self-image may often
be more handicapping than a more obvious physical or
mental disability. Children who believe they will fail
probably will fail, regardless of their capabilities to
benefit from training or education overcome their
handicaps. Teachers are often aware of this and Individ-
ual Educational Plans frequently specify the need for
students to feel successful (especially in their initial
attempts) in completing educational objectives. An expe-
rience of success can help provide the motivation to a
child to work at and strive for conquering difficult school
tasks.

How a child feels about him/ herself and other people
(e.g., teachers and peers) is critical to building a self-image
as capable and not different from other children. Students
learn to value themselves from how they view themselves
as accepted by other people whom they trust. Teachers
who make clear to their students that school work is
important encourage them to develop feelings of self-
esteem and personal worth. These children are motivated
to work to overcome their handicaps to their best abilities
and accept themselves as not unique or different in nega-
tive ways from other children.

THE GROUP METHOD

Techniques of teaching students to value themsleves
are really methods of demonstrating "acceptance" of the
child by both the teacher and peers. Carl Rogers has often
described how people who feel accepted and perceive
genuine intereit in themsels. '1 form others tend to develop
positive self-regard. A teaches can use many activities to
enhance acceptance in the classroom; the most effective
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strategies encourage children to express their feelings in
an empathetic group, usually made up of peers. All
members of the group should be informed that each will
have a turn to speak and that all should respect and listen
to their neighbors. Children can be grouped by age and
attention span (usually five to eight in a group is a good
size), but there is no need to form groups of children with
similar handicaps. In fact, inclusion of nonhandicapped
students is an advantage that helps teach acceptance
among all children.

The classroom teacher leads the group sessions,
which meet at least twice a week, for 30 to 60 minutes per
session. Activities are essential with elmentary age stu-
dents, who usually have had little experience in verbally
expressing their feelings. While open. discussion can be
encouraged, the emphasis is on simply showing accep-
tance (which requires only attentive listening) for each
group member when speaking. 'Most frequently, each
child would be asked to speak, goiig around the group. A
child who does not wish to speak may say so, and this
right to privacy should be accepted by the rest of the
group. Even the most verbally reticent child will speak
when ready, i.e., when secure enough in the belief that
whatever is said will be accepted by the rest of the group.

STRATEGIES

Each child should be given a folder in which to keep
drawings and other materials. They should write their
own name, birthdate, address, etc. on the folder and be
given time at the end of each session to color and decorate
the folder. Each drawing or written story included in the
folder should be signed and dated by the child who
authored it. The content of drawings and stories will
generally show increasing maturity and expression as the
school year progresses., Growth can be seen by studying



the sequence of drawings. Group members should be
asked to draw pictures of themselves each month; these
portraits act as mirrors that reflect the student's changing
self-image during the year.

Activities can and should be developed by the
teacher according to the group's interests; however, one
or more of the following strategies could be used in every

session:

1. Draw-and-Describe It. Blank pape. and
pencils (or crayons) are provided to each group member
with the instructions to draw something. It may be neces-
sary to use a time limit chosen so all members can finish
their drawings, but none are left waiting too long for
others to finish. Drawing topics such as those that follow
usually prove interesting to most children:

Draw your most unpleasant thought ... most
pleasant thought ... greatest wish ... angriest
time ... happiest time ... favorite game ... fam-
ily ... best friend(s) ... worst enemy ... self ...
scariest dream or thought ... saddest mo-
ment... favorite animal ... summer activity
... best sport , etc.

When the students have all completed their draw-
ings, each child is asked to describe his of her Picture to
the rest of the group who may then ask questions about
the depicted event. Drawings are natural means of expres-
sion to, most children, and even verbally handicapped
youngsters can express a thought in a picture and enjoy
the interest of peers and teacher in their work. If during a
group discussion a child should bring up a feeling which
the rest of the group seems especially interested in, the
whole group can to make drawings of that feeling with
themselves in the pictures.

2. Tell-a-Story. Going around the group, each
bkudent is asked to:

Tell a story about your best friend ... most
exciting moment ... party you would like to
go to ... person you would like to be ... job
you would like to have ... person you would
like to marry... your biggest dream your
vacation ... etc.

Fact or fancy may be specified for the story's content,
and group members may question the speaker after the
story is told. Story-telling is an ancient means of human
communication and should prove interesting to any child.
Older children can write their stories and then read them
to the group. The teacher should record the basic story-
line told by younger students to be placed in their folders.
This emphasizes the importance of the young child's
imagination and verbalizations about themselves.
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3. Individual and Group Interview. The
teacher begins by interviewing the student sitting on her
or his right for one minute. That child then *terviews the
group member to the right and so on. The teacher should
keep track of the time for each interview, and issue a
warning when ten seconds are left. The time limit can be
lengthened and different methods of selecting interviewer
and interviewee may be used, as long as each child has an
opportunity to participate in both roles. Questions asked
depend on student's ages and abilities, but almost all the
following suggestions can be used at the elementary ages:

What's your name? How old are you? What's
your favorite color... car ... food ... hobby...
game ... vacation ... relative ... school subject?

What do you think of being spanked in
school ... getting an allowance ... cooking
dinner for your family ... President ...
speaking another language ... learning to
drive ... getting a job? What time do you go to
bed?

The interview is usually exciting for children, espe-
cially when they think of themselves as reporters on a
case. Using an old tape recorder microphone can add
realism and increase the tun. Quiet or shy students should
be,asked yes or no questions at first; questions requiring
longer responses (e.g., about attitudes) can beadded grad-

ually as their confidence to answer increases. Of course,

the teacher should be interviewed, too. Each student
always retains the right to refuse to answer any or all

questions.

4. Finish-the-Sentence. This is a useful strategy
for groups made up of younger or easilydistracted ch:ldren.

The teacher attends to each student rapidly in turn, helping

to maintain interest and attention. Quickly moving from

one child to another, the teacher states an incomplete
sentence which group members finish. The same sentence

stem can be given to all group members to demonstrate
the wide range of differences in a group or different sentence

stems can be given to each student. Sentence stems should

gradually (over several weeks) change from requiring
specific answers to allowing more general responses as the

students' confidence increases. Examples of finish-the-
sentence stems follow:
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I am proud of _ I would like to
I should

I can _. I am best when
Someday I'll _

I'm I

Something I do best Est - I like other
people to _ In school I My



reading is School is I can
learn 1 know I

My friends think I ___ I like people who
People like my _ My parents

are proud of _ I'm happy when _
I'm best at ______ I will I

Following a group rotation of sentence finishing, the
teacher can comment or ask group members to comment
on feelings expressed during the activity.

The above four strategies are designed to facilitate
the expression of feelings, beliefs, and thoughts. The taskeiiof the teacher and group me rs is simply to listen or
watch each student with r ct and interest. The feelings
of the handicapped child must be recognized and valued
by others (and that recognition made clear to the child)
before the student can develop a positive self-concept
with which to face the social world effectively. The first
consistent challenges to children, the point at which they
learn to feel success or ;allure in comparison to other
children, occur in school. Instructional activities should
be designed to help students deal with their "differences"
from schoolmates before they begin to feel inferior to
other children in all respects.

Additional Resources

The teacher has many sources to turn to as an aid in
developing programs geared toward enhancing the stu-
dent's self-concept in the classroom; several excellent
resources are:

I. Simon, S.B.; Howe, L. W.; & Kirschenbaum, H. Values
Clarification: A Handbook of Practical Strategies for
Teachers and Students. New York: Hart Publishing Co.,
Inc., 1972.
This inexpensive paperback book offers 79 systematic
techniques to promote the "prmcss of valuing" in inter-
personal relationships. Designed for the elementary and
secondary teacher in an easy-to-use format, this book is
an invaluable resource to build on the four basic strategies
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outlined here. Interview techniques and sentence-com-
pletion examples are provided along with many other
ideas.

2. Bessel, H. 1976 Revision of "The Magic Circle"
Methods in Human Development Theory Manual by U.
Palomares and G. Ball. Lamesa, California: Human
Development Training Institute, Inc., 1972.
The Magic Circle is a complete program with activities
guides for children in preschool through the sixth grade.
The theory manual presents a sound logic for the system,
based on actual practice with children. The Magic Circle
seeks to develop students' self-awareness, self-confidence
(mastery), and social interaction. D.,:ly activitites for stu-
dents groups center on each of these three themes for
six-week periods. The techniques are clearly explained
and the package format of materials allows the Magic
Circic to grow with the child with each successive grade.

3. Gordon, T. Teacher Effectiveness Training. New York:
Peter H. Wyden, Inc., 1975.
Most useful in this book will be the rationale for, and
examples of "active listening" techniques to aid the
teacher in providing an environment of acceptance for
students when they express their feelings in verbal or
non-verbal ways. While important for the group activi-
ties, most teachers will find the T.E.T. strategies also
useful in their regular classroom teaching to achieve aisci-
pline and encourage a positive learning environment.

4. Rogers, C.R. Freedom to Learn. Columbus, Ohio:
Charles E. Merrill, 1969. The original source of how to
provide an atmosphere of acceptance through "active
listerning," Carl Rogers' book should be consulted as an
aid to helping students become self-directing and self-
aware in social contexts.

Values Clarification, the Magic Circle, and Teacher
Effectiveness Training all offer private workshops in
these systems for teachers who wish to develop their skills
beyond just using the printed materials. Improving the
student's self-concept is critical with handicapped child-
ren, and teachers can facilitate this process if they use the
right strategies.
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7. THE OPEN CLASSROOM APPROACH TO
TEACHING SECONDARY SOCIAL STUDIES FOR

ALL STUDENTS

by Linda Blamer

In implementing Public Law 94 -112, the mainstreamed child must be fully

integrated into the regular class. To accomplish this, the open classroom approach

at the secondary school level makes available varied learning options for all
strernts. The teacher's main role is that of facilitator of the units which he /she has

prepared. The author is assistant professor of education, State University of `New

York at Binghamton.

Since the passage of Public Law 94-142, secondary
social studies teachers, along with other regular educators
whose classrooms constitute the least restrictiveenviron-
ment" for some special education students, are expected
to help provide as normal an education as possible for
these mainstreamed students who will be placed in their
classes. How shall this education be delivered is the ques-
tion on the minds of the students themselves, their par-
ents, and especially their teachers.

The author believes that one separate lesson should
not be prepared to accommodate the mainstreamed. stu-
dent, who will then sit to one side of the classroom and do

her/ his vork while all the other students complete a
common lesson with the teacher. Furthermore, the
teacher should make judicious exceptions for the main-
stream td child who, at first, probably will not satisfactor-
ily complete the regular class lesson. In ,00rt, the
approach advocated argues for both fully intergrating the
mainstreamed child into the regular class and class curric-
ulum, at the same time making available varied learning
options for all studentsthe mainstreamed as well as the
"more normal", the slow learner, and even the gifted

child, all of whom are usually together in the regular class.
The open classroom model would facilitate such an
approach. The general classroom set-up, therefore, in-
cludes learning or materials centersone for textbooks,
one for filmstrips, another for audiotapes, a fourth for
primary source materials, one for artifacts, and so forth.
Students work individually or with one or more other
students, and at their own pace.

While the students work independently of the teacher
the teacher's main role becomes that of facilitator, aiding
special and other students on a one-to-one basis, if neces-
sary. Thus all students are afforded the opportunity for
individual help from the teacher. The use of this open
classroom approach, therefore, assuages one of themajor
criticisms and fears parents of nonhandicapped children
have: that the regular teacher will slight their Add in

order to spend more time with each child who has a
disability.

The greatest amount of teacher time and effort actu-
ally goes into the preparation of each unit: M finding

available print materialstexts, novels, biographies,
primary source readings, newspapers, magazines, etc., (2)
making, locating, or ordering in advance appropriate
audio, visual, and audio-visual materials and games; and
(3) developing the learning activities themselves. The sam-

ple lessons which follow should serve as models for
designing activities to fit other topics and other students.
Notice that the same objectives are to be met by all stu-
dents, yet different activities are available which match
the needs, abilities, learning styles, and interests of all
students. Whether the teacher assigns students particular
activities or whether the student self selects is the peda-
gogical decision to be made by the teacher, perhaps after

experimenting with each approach.

It is not advocated, however, that an entire course be

taught using only learning centers and individual or small

group independent work, such as the learning mateials
below on immigration and the American Revolution sug-
gest. There are days when a lecture or a lecture by film or

slides will be more appropriate for the entire 'class. For the
mainstreamed student as well as for all other students, the

teacher should write pertinent terms, nbmes, dates, etc. in
large print on the overhead as a supplement to her/ his

lecture ors when leading a full class discussion on a film,
photographs, or perhaps the remarks of a guest speaker.

The materials which follow on geographic determinism
illustrate how students work independently much of the

time, while during other class periods all students concur-
rently listen, to specific lectures, view films, or engage in

full class discussion.
Developing any curricular materials is a painstaking,

time-consuming task. Developing materials to integrate
the mainstreamed students successfully into social studies

class requires even more time, and may even produce
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additional pain for the already overburdened classroom
teacher. Yet the greatest pain of all has already been
incurred by those handicapped students who, prior to the
passage of P194-142 in 1975, had no legal access to the
regular classroom. Their disabilities relegated them to a
special section of the school for special dusts, intimating
to them that because they were "different", they were not
to mix with their nonhandicapped peers.

As teachers we are now under legal mandate to pro-
vide education for the handicapped. I hope that we ar:
also guided by our own personal and professional man-
date by conscience to open up the world of social studies
to these children. We should do no less.

FIRST MODEL LESSON PLAN

Topic: American Revolution

Objectives: i. Students will be able to explain at least
three reasons why the American colonists felt
they should engage in warfare against and
seek independence from England in 1775.
2. Students will be able to explain at least
three reasons why the leaders of the govern-
ment in England felt their nation should
engage in warfare against the Amer can colo-
nists in 1775.

General directions and materials:
After examining and using texts and other
readings written on various reading levels,
films, filmstrips, slides, projectors, and other
teacher-made or commercially-produced
materials, the students will complete one or
more of the following activities according to
their abilities, learning styles, interests, and
pace. Students may choose to do a second
activity for exit.. credit, or the teacher may
assign a second one for students exhibiting
difficulty with the first activity undertaken.

Activity I. Using a current newspaper editorial page as a
format guide, the students will prepare the
editorial page for a newspaper in Boston (or
New York, Philadelphia, Charleston) in 1775
containing at least six (6) items, including an
editorial,letters to the editor, guest editorial
and political cartoons. Contributions are to
be from both Patriots and Loyalists.

Activity 2. Students will present for the entire class, or
audio or' video-tape for presentation to the
teacher and/ or class, a series of "press confer-
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ences" at which time four of the following will
be questioned:

1765 James Otis
1775 Samuel Adams
1776 Thomas Jefferson
1777 George Washington

1781 Benjamin Franklin

George Grenville
General Thomas Gage
King George 111
General William Howe
(or John Burgoyne)
Lord Cornwallis

A written script might also be prepared. Biographies
should also be made available by the teacher or the
librarian.

Activity 3. Students will conduct a meeting of the "Uni-
ted Nations Security Council of 1776" to dis-
cuss the problems between England and her
North American Colonies. Present at the
meeting will be representatives from England,
France, Spain, Holland, Russia, and the
North American Colonies. This special ses-
sion of the Council will be presented live or
videotaped for presentation to the class.

Activity 4. Students will make a bulletin board mural
either of drawings, cartoons, or in collage/
montage form using magazine pictures, small
wooden boats, tea, etc., explaining the causes
of the American War for Independence as
seen by both American Patriots and by the
British and Loyalists.

Activity 5. Students will make two comic books, one
explaining the American view and the other
the British view of the Revolutionary War,
which are to be read by American and by
English children.

Activity 6. Students will prepare a national media net-
work "evening news" and the BBC "nightly
news" broadcasts for six (6) significant dates
of the American Revolutionary period. Dates
might include December 17, 1773, April 19,
1775, and July 4, 1776 among others.

SECOND MODEL LESSON PLAN

Topic: Immigration to the United States
Objectives:I. Students will be able to explain why

at least six (6) different groups of people
immigrated to the United States between
1607 and the present.



2. Students will be able to explain what
difficulties each group encountered once
in the United States.
3. Students will be able ,to explain how
those difficulties were resolved.

General dirrctions and materials:
After examining and using texts and other
readings written on various reading levels,
films, filmstrips, slides, and other teacher-
made or commercially produced materials,
students will complete one or more of the
following activities according to their indi-
vidual abilities, learning styles, interests and
pace. Students may choose to do a second

activity for extra credit, or the teacher may
assign a second one for students exhibiting
difficulty with the first activity undertaken.

Activity I. Students will view several films, filmstrips and
slides on immigration and then complete sev-
eral teacher-made worksheets which incorpo-
rate the above objectives. (The worksheets
will be written on reading levels appropriate
to the various reading abilities in class.)

Activity 2. Students will write three (3) letters to "family"
back home: one letter to a European country,
one to an Asian area, and the third to either an

African or a Latin American area. The letters
will recount their journey to the new country,
explain their motives for even coming to
America,Oiscuss their prior, expectations of
and their realizations about their new life in
America, and describe their new community
and home. Drawings may also be included.

Activity 3. Students will pretend they are ABC's Barbara
Walters, CBS's Mike Wallace, or NBC's Tom
Snyder. They are to prepare with at least three
(3) "immigrants" (other class members) a
script for an interview of each immigrant.
Audio or videotape the interviews to present
to the class and teacher.

Activity 4. Students will pretend they are public relations

employees of a firm which represents a factory
in Massachusetts, a railroad company in the
midwest, and land speculators in the old
Northwest Territory. They are to prepare
three brochures, one for each client, which
would attract immigrants from Europe and
Alla. The brochures may be all words, all
pictures or drawings, or a combination.
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Activity 5. Students will contact local ethnic organiza-
tions (Polish - American Club, Italian-American
Club, Ukrainian Social Club, etc.) for the

names of recent immigrants to their commun-
ity. They are to contact two immigrants and

prepare several frrestions to ask regarding
their reasons for coming to America and spe-
cifically to their town, problems the newco-
mers encountered in leaving their homeland
and entering the U.S., slid problems and solu-

tions once the immigrants settled in the U.S.

Students will compare their responses with
motives, difficulties and problems of immi-
grants of the 17th, 18th,, 19th, and early 20th

centuries.

Activity 6. Students will play the board game "Immigrat-
ing to America" three times and after each
game, write of audiotape a log of each jour=
ney. (This board game can be made by the
teacher or even by the students themselves.
The game of Monopoly is the model. The

board will be a world map which indicates the

various countries from which immigrants
have come. Problems in leaving their home-

land and entering the U.S., problems once
they are in the U.S., and solutions to those
problems will be on the board squares as the

students "travel" to and within the U.S.

Money, Fortune and Misfortune Cards, play-
ing pieces and dice will also be needed. Write
the author for further details.)

THIRD MODEL LESSON PLAN

Concept: Geographic determinism
Time: One week unit
Objective: After completing a self-selected four-day in-

class activity, the students will be able to
explain how a nation's or a region's geogra-
phical features determine, in part, that nation's

or region's economy.

Materials: Overhead projector, slide projector and slides
of various geographic features in different
parts of the world, filmstrip , projector and
filmitript -A different countries' or regions'
geographk and economic features, tape
recorders and tapes, encyclopedias, atlases,
almanacs, geography texts, travel brochures,
National Geographic and other pictorial mag-
azines, clay, salt, flour, cloth, glue.
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Day I. Full class in circle; teacher with overhead pro-
jectors as part of circle. Brainstorming session
as an introduction to the concept. Teacher has
already placed in large print on the transpar-
ency this question: What are the different
types of jobs that most people in our city have?
Teachef lists all students, responses on the
transparency, enunciating each as he/she does.
Teacher theft solicits responses from the stu-
dents to a second question, which is also typed
in large printson a transparency: Why are the
jobs available in our city and why are the ones
available different from jobs in some other
cities? Teacher enunciates responses as he/she
plints the 'on ihe9r hsp rency. The teacher
next sho s slides o diff renS,communities
around the world, an as he/shebes so, dif-
ferent students will cl be orally and in detail
each slide and hypothesize what types of jobs
people' in each community represented by
each slide prObably have and why. The teacher
reiterates the mein points given by each stu-
dent and writes them on the transparency.
Teacher summarizes by 'leaching" the objec-
tives as he./ she refers to several of the different

Thetas and hypotheits: 4"-

Day 2.4: Students are led by the teacher in a brief
review of the main points frOm the preceding
day's 'class. Students are next told that by the
fifth 'class day each will teach the other
members of the class how a nation's or a
region's geographical features determine, in
part, that area's economy. Students will choose
one or more of the following activitites. Each
student may work alone or with one or more
other students.

Activity I. Students will make a salt-flour or
clay relief map of a real or an
Imaginary country or area con-
taining at least three (3) geogra-
phical features. Students will then
compile a list of all the possible
types of work people in that area
would be engaged in.

Activity 2. Students will draw a relief map
using different colors, textures,
etc. to identify at least three (3)
geographical features. Make a
list as in Activity I.
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Activity 3. Students will use cloth, glue and
small objects to make a relief
map identifying at least three(3)
geographical features. Make a
list as in Activity I:

Activity 4. Students will look at additional
slides of the geographical fea-
tures in various countries and
regions of the world, and then
hypothesize what types of work
people in those countries and
regions are probably engaged in.
The teacher will then identify the
country or area for the students
so that they can either confirm or
reject their hypotheses after con-
sulting various books, articles or
filmstrips about each country or
region.

Activity 5. Students will use an encyclope-
dia, an almanac, or other print
materials, as well as tapes,
records, slides, films and film-
strips to &erect information about
three (3) nations or regions which.
/ they are unfamiliar with. Stu-
dents will then write a sung, a
poem or a riddle about each of
the three which explains how
each nation's 9r region's physical
features influence its economy.

Activity 6. Students will find pictures in
National Geographic and other
magazims and make a collage/
montagfabout each of three dif-
ferent countries or regions (real
or imaginary) illustrating that
each area's geographical features
do detcrmine, in part, the type of
work people engage in in each
area.

Day 5: Students will set up their projects (learning
centers) for all other students to listen to, look at,
feel, or have explained to them. Teacher will
collect all p-ojects at the end of class and grade each.

Students will grade any three during class.
Teacher should make certain that every project is
graded by at least three individuals or groups.



8. NOTES ON TEACHING HISTORYTO SOCIALLY,
INTELLECTUALLY, OR ACADEMICALLY HANDI-

CAPPED HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS

by Glenna G. Casteel

Teaching history to socially, intellectually, or academically handicapped high
school students can be frustrating for both the students and the teacher. Careful
planning can eliminate the abstract and make history meaningful. The teacher must
consider certain characteristics of handicapped students and flt the material to these
levels of u erstanding. The author is a mathematics and American history teacher
at Greenvi ..-Green County Vocational School in Greenville, Tennessee.

How much were you able to teach your students
today? The answer to this question will greatly depend
upon the types of children in the classoom. For social
studies teachers of students who are somehow handi-
capped, this can be a very f-ustrating qUestion. For his-
tory teachers it may be even worse. The subject is so
abstract and far removed for students who are socially,
intellectually or academically handicapped that they have
no base from which to function. What can be done to get
these students interested in something which happpened a
hundred yeart ago? These children usually have such
limited personal experiences that trying to widen their
world of knowledge to inclode'things far away and long
ago often frustrates high school history teachers to the
point that they simply ignore the handicapped students.
This feeling on the part of the teacher often shows itself in
small ways such as not showing even an average level film
because it "would be over their heads," not doing certain
simulations because they might have to be partially re-
written, or not using a filmstrip because the projector is
not in the room and the teacher really has not planned far
enough ahead to have one there.

With other students a-teacher can, on occasion, be
only partially prepared and covet up by lecturing, discuss-
ing a current topic, or showing a film only slightly related
to the subject. Handicapped students usually will not
allow a teacher to get away with this as often as other
students will. Discipline problems appear very quickly, or
students may just go to sleep. Well-planned and varied
lessons are always essential in a history classroom. Plan-
ning takes on an even more important role for socially,
intellectually or academically nandfcapPed ttudents. Not
only must they always be working on a !eve they can
handle, they must also be kept busy with activities that
can be completed in a relatively short time.

ss

What kind of history-related activities work best
with handicapped students and how should teachers use
them? These students are at their best when they are
reading about or discussing something and they know
they will have an immediate follow-up activity pertaining
directly to the topic. If the teacher has led the discussion
on a level the students can understand, they will do very
well on the following activity. They may then leave the
class with a positive feeling about having done a good job
and a feeling that history is not all, that bad. Student
success will happen only if the teacher has planned an
activity that is very appropriate to the topic and the
students. This may be a short puzzle, a set of questions the
students can easily handle, a map exercise, o a word
study drill.

The approaches mentioned here with references to
teaching history to high school students would be approp-
riate to almost any discipline, but they are essential for a
teacher to be successful in a history classroom composed
of handicapped students. The twenty-minute attention
span rule applies to these eWants more than it does to
any other high school students. If an activity is taking too
long, the students' built-in time clocks begin to alarm by
sending out signals of fidgeting, putting heads down, or
day dreaming. Teachers who do not have an ear attuned
to these alarms will see the class fall apart very quickly.

It is a great asset to have a good high school history
text which contains activities appropriate to the students'
level. These students often need the security of a text-
book. It gives them a feeling of having direction and
continuity two necessity ingredients in classrooms with
handicapped students. Students need to see the flow of
history as it goes from one topic to the next. They often
have the attitude that if something is in a text, then it must
be important and should be learned. If it is on a handout,
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they often dismiss it as having little value. Teachers can
use handouts if they introduce them by showing exactly
how they fit in with what is being studied. If teachers
simply assume that these students can see how a handout
fits into the total picture, it may be of very little value as a
learning tool

Non - printed materials can be the best use of time or
the biggest waste of time, depending totally on how the
teacher uses them. Still photographs with short, easy-to-
read captions are very effective when used directly with
the topic under discussion. For example, when studying
the human beings involved in World War I or :ts
bloodshed, students can study faces of soldiers or
civilians at the same time that the teacher is discussing
their attitudes or hardships. Posters or cartoon enlar2c-
ments can also help develop a feeling for something com-
pletely foreign to these students". Avoid displaying these
visual aids and expecting the students to study them
independently They need guidance to direct their atten-
tion and develop their interest. Slides are also very effec-
tive if the teacher has several pictures ;resent to the
class However, the effectiveness of slides is lost if there
are only four or five. The commotion of adjusting the
room for a very short period of time causes students to Ire,
distracted, and they have difficulty readjusting their
attention quickly

Films and filmstrips also require a special apprlach
Because most history films and filmstrips are very factu-
ally oriented, they are not good tools for introducing a
topic The students generally know very little about the
topic or people involved so they have nothing with which
to relate The presentation goes over their heads and the
time is often wasted. If, however, the teacher waits to use
the same film or filmstrip after the students have familiar -
tied themsefs with what they are studying, then the
audio-sisual can become an extremely successful tool for
review It must be reemphasiied that the material has to
be on a level the students can understand if it is to be
effective Teachers need to pay close attention to the
vocabulary of the narration If it is of an extremely high
level, the teacher must then decide if the visual content is
effective enough to make up for the lack of cornprchensi-
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ble narration. Showing films or filmstrips just to have
another artivity or because the students encourage it is
self-defeating for a history teacher. A classroom goal
should be to develop a positive attitude toward history,
and this will definitely not be accomplished with materials
the students cannot understand.

Very few published history simulations or games can
be used with handicapped students without some altera-
tions by the teacher The vocabulary and or the degree of
difficulty of the research questions are two big problems
when trying to use a high school simulation The teacher
must either spend the time to rework the activities or leave
them out. Students enjoy short simulations which they
understand and which require little inductive reasoning.
A teacher must be very resourceful to use published mate-
rials effectively because they often include much more
than the handicapped student has time to learn.

Teachers must have their own, weil-considered
course outline to help in deciding which ht rica I rvents
people, and places should be included a. which should
be omitted. The amount of time handicapped students
need to learn the material must be a continuing factor. To
go over something in three or lot different ways takes a
tremendous amount of time. This i st be done, however,
if the students are to leave the Iss with any lasting
knowledge. Is it worth the neces y two weeks to teach
the economic intricaci of the American farm prof 'ems
of the late I800's9 Questions like this must be answered
early in the development of the course. Because history
teachers oath want to teach everything, they have diffi-
culty excluding some people and topics. Eliminating a
considerable amount of content is necessary, however, if
the class is scheduled along the traditional lines of high
school time allocations.

Handicapped students can really learn history and
enjoy it. But the classroom must be filled with the positive
feelings of a teacher who enjoys his her subject and
enjoys teaching it to the students who are there If the
teacher has an understanding of these special students
and the skills to use historical materials wisely, then his-
tory will no longer be a trauma for handicapped students.
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9. TEACHING SOCIAL STUDIES
TO LOW-ACHIEVING STUDENTS

IN THE SECONDARY SCHOOL

by Douglas E. Wiseman, Anthony K. Van Reusen,
and L. Kay Hartwell

Modification of content and methcd of presentation can be difficult for the
high school teacher in a* multistrata classroom. The common modelfor developing

and teaching social studies courses is inappropriate for a widely diverse. stratified

group. Th eo Parallel Alternate Curriculum plan for the high school classroom

stresses what is learned rather than how it is learned and demonstrates a method by

which standards may be set and achieved by all students being taught. The authors

are associated with the Department of Special Education at Arizona State Univer-

sity. Tempe.

The composition of the American secondary school
has been dramatically changing over the past 80 years. In
1900, approximately ten percent of the adolescent age

_group entered secondary schools. By 1960, this number
had increased to nearly 50 percent. In 1978, in excess of 90
percent of American youth had enrolled in high schools.
This extraordinary growth pattern has resulted in a popu-
lation of students that very closely resembles the multi-
strata composition of the general population; including
gifted, regular, low-achieving, and handicapped persons.

The task of teaching a multistrata population of
students in a secondary social studies classroom is a com-
plex and often difficult undertaking. The common model
for developing and teaching social studies courses is inap-
propriate for a widely diverse, stratified group. Unfortu-
nately, few high school teachers are trained to modify
content and presentation procedures fbr a multistrata

population.
Generally, secondary instruction closely imitates the

instructional philosophy, moael, assumptions and style
of university instruction. University instruction is based
on an assumption of homogeneity of abilities and skills
and is predominantly lecture and discussion with out-of-
class reading and study assignments augmented with writ-
ten themes and term papers. Assessment procedures are
directed toward one level of ability. -The "Guessing
Game" mentality of assessment employed in the univer-
sity classroom is particularly inappropriate for many high
school students. The "Guessing Game" assessment philo-
sophy states that given the text, lecture, assignment,
movies, etc., guess what will be on the examination?
Another scholarly approach assumption is that if the

student is unable to profit from the instructor's favored
methods of teaching, then the student does not belong in

the class. The scholarly approach to learning is preferred
by most high school and university teachers.

Despite the consistency found in instruction in most
high schools, there have been efforts to experiment with
alternative methods of instruction (Silberberg and Silber-
burg, 1972; Wiseman, 1971; McDaniel, 191 .; Weinberg
and Mosely, 1977; Alley and Deshler, 1978, Wiseman and
Hartwell, 1979). The Parallel Alternate Curriculum
(PAC) (Hartwell, Wiseman, and Van Reusen, 1979) was
developed as an alternative system of instruction for
teaching a multistrata class. The PAC is an instruction
fo-mat that de-emphasizes reading as the principal infor-
mation gatherer, but rather emphasizes the learning of
course content by any method the student can ,,arn by
and/or any procedure by which the teacher can instruct.
There is no favored method of teaching, only the use of
procedures that positively effect learning.

In an attempt to deal with the problems of teaching a
multistrata population in the secondary schools an alter-
native approach relative to the teaching of social studies
will be presented. The suggestions included in this chapter
were developed and field tested at the Demonstration
Resource Center, a joint project of Arizona State Univer-
sity and the Mesa Public Schools, Mesa, Arizona. The
teachers and administrators of Mountain View High
School worked together with project staff to identify the
basic problems confronted by teachers of multistrata
classes and developed alternative measures to cope with
the problems. The project was funded by a Child Service
Demonstration Center grant, Title VI-E, U. S. 0. E.
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PREPARING TO TEACH A PAC (Parallel
Alternate Curriculum) COURSE

The philosophy underlying the development and
teaching of PAC courses is that students should learn the
content of required courses, irrespective of their basic
skills level. Boards of Education have included required
social studies courses in high school curricula because of
their importance in assisting the young adult develop into
a reponsible and informed citizen. This goal of informed
citizenship must supercede the goals of developing scho-
larly skills or preparing students for higher education. If
the knowledge incorporated in a required social studies
course is important for the regular or high-achieving
student. then It is equally important for the low-achieving
student

This philosophy in no way negates the importance of
the scholarly approach to learning, the relevance of
acquiring and using sound basic skills, such as reading,
writing, spelling and math, or maintaining high stand-
ards. On the contrary, for those who will require the skills
emphasized in the scholarly approach, provisions should
be made for their attainment. Basic skill proficiency
should be a priority goal for secondary schools, but the
false notion persists that students improve in basic skills
while involved in content-centered instruction. Reguiar
and high-achieving students do improve, but low-achiev-

' ing students do not. Low-achieving students need direct
instruction by trained personnel with appropriate mate-
rials and controlled practice in order to show growth in
the basic skills. The teachers of social studies courses
should not be expected to be responsible for the basic
Instruction of reading, writing, or spelling. Their respon-
sibility is teaching content in any manner that it can be
learned. It is not how you learn that matters, but rather
that you learn. Establishing and maintaining high stand-
ards of scholarly excellence are worthwhile endeavors,
but standards must reflect the ability levels of the students
being taught Just as the elementary teacher has differing
expectancies for high, medium, and low reading groups,
so too must the teacher of a required social studies course
have distinctive or diverse standards for high, regular,
and low-achieving students.

A basic premise in developing a social studies PAC
course is that low-achieving students need specific details
and directions for successful academic learning Impor-
ti.nt vocabulary, events, persons, discoveries, etc. must be
clearly identified and listed. This is a distinct departure
from the traditional "scholarly" approach that expects
the student to research and identify relevant content and
organize it into appropriate conceptual frameworks The
basic skills, cognitive abilities, ano experiential back-
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ground of the low-achieving student makes the scholarly
approach an unrealistic expectancy.

Consguently, since many secondary classes have a
stratified ability grouping, provisions must be made for
the learning need of each subgroup. The gifted or tal-
ented should have constant intellectual challenge with
optional and extra credit assignments, emphasizing activ-
ities that promote scholarly performance. Regular stu-
dents require a dual emphasis in planning that will accent
both learning to become informed citizens and experi-
ences that will encourage scholarly skills and abilities.
Conversely, the emphasis for teaching low-achieving stu-
dents should be in developing content and techniques of
instruction that will prepare them for citizenship. Tradi-
tionally, procedures for planning a regular academic
course have emphasized a general scope and sequence for
the class, lesson plans for the teacher, textbook assign-
ments, and class activities. These were primarily for the
benefit of the teacher, not the student. The direction of the
planning waS dictated by a hypothetical homogeneous
group, a group that was assumed to have approximately
equal intelligence, background, motivation and basic
skills. Th;s from of planning is inappropriate for a multis-
trata class. Preparing a course for a multistrata popula-
tion requires a substantially different set of guidelines and
purposes.

GOALS OF A PAC (Parallel
Alternate Curriculum) CLASS

The goals in organizing a PAC social studies class are
considerably broader than the goals for a class with an
assumed homogeneous grouping. The primary goal for
developing a PAC class is in assisting students to identify
the scope and sequence of content, course expectancies,
and activities they will be completing. In essence, the core
or nucleus of the content is specifically identified for the
student, including essential vocabulary, concepts, people,
facts, locations, etc. The course syllabus, therefore, serves
as a study guide for the student and a lesson plan for the
teacher. Since the course syllabus in a PAC class is a
complete summary of what is to be learned, it also serves
as a review tool for absent students, assists the teacher in
preparing tests that reflect the emphasis of the course, and
serves as an instrument for communicating with depart-
ment co-workers, administrators, evaluation teams and,
especially, parents. The PAC panning guidelines will
help provide direction for inexperienced teachers and
provide a more realistic framework for experienced
teachers who rely on the course textbook as the primary
instructional guide.



The PAC planning approach has an additional
benefit for the teacher of low-achieving students. As the
teacher specifically identifies what is to be learned or what
skills are to be acquired in the class, so too are alternative
methods or procedures for presenting information to stu-
dents and alternatives for assisting student performance.

Hartwell, +Viseman and Van Reusen (1979) identify
and provide detailed examples of stages in the PAC plan-
ning approach. Briefly, the approach has seven general
steps:

I. Identifying the general objectives for the
course

2. Developing specific objectives or learning
outcomes for the course, including key
concepts, persons, facts, vocabulary, etc.

3. Organizirg lists of student activities and
learning options, such as textbook assign-
ments, lecture and, or discussion needs,
term papers, audio-visual programs, study
guides, other required or optional activities,
tests, etc.

4. Developing unit content outlines to serve
as class lecture notes for the teacher and
an outline for class notetaking for the
students.

5. Devising student study guides to assist in
the learning, review, and retention process,
including topic outlines, graphs, drawings,
programmed learning sheets, word puzzles,
etc.

6. Preparing tests for each chapter and unit
along with alternative forms for low-achiev-
ing students, including taped tests, tests
presented orally and/ or recoreded by peer
tutors on tape recorders, etc.

7. Compiling answer sheets or keys for the
study guides and tests.

The optional activities discussed in Step 3 provide an
opportunity for the teacher to provide broadening and
enriching activities for gifted and; or highly motivated
students.

There are several features that distinguish the PAC
planning format from traditional procedures. First, if the
student does not learn through usual procedures, then the
teacher is expected to use alternative methods that will
permit the student to learn. Secondly, the textbook is
important for the teacher in developing the course, but
learning is not dependent on the textbook. Students with
poor reading skills can learn the conten using other
methods for gathering course mformation

Finally, the PAC syllabus is highly detailed. In

essence, the PAC course syllabus is an abbreviated sum-

mary of the text, with relevant content clearly delineated

for both the teacher and the student. Preparing PAC

social studies courses is time-consursing for the first unit

or two, but project teachers indicate° that after becoming

familiar with the procedure, preparation required no

more time than ordinary preparation. Both students and

teachers reported favorably on the detailed course syllabi

( Hartwell, Wiseman, and Krus, 1979).

ORGANIZING A PAC (Parallel Alternate
Curriculum) UNIT

There are three general stages in developing a Social

Studies PAC Unit: ( I) unit guide, (2) contentoutline, and

(3) developing and administering tests.

Unit Guide

The Unit Guide is a highly detailed outline of content

to be learned and activities to be completed. The com-

pleted Unit Guide is to be supplied to the class, particu-

larly the low-achieving students, so that the teacher can be

assured that the students are well aware of the specific

expectancies of the unit of instruction.
The Unit Guide has three major headings:

1. General Objectives, 2. Specific Objectives, and

3. Student Activities. The General Objectives is a

statement indicating what generally will be addressed in

the unit. For example, it identifies terms, principles, and

concepts, facts and characteristics associated with the

major governmental systems of the world.
From the General Objective, general outcome head-

ings are identified, for instance, A. Identifies Terms, B.

Identifies Principles and Concepts, C. Identifies Facts,

and D. Identifies Characteristics. The outcome headings,

therefore, become the major areas of concern when devel-

oping Specific Objectives.
The Specific Objectives identify in list form the infor-

mation on which the students are to demonstrate perfor-

mance at the end of the unit to show they have achieved
the General Objective. Under each of the general outcome
heading lists of critical information are developed. 1 he

lists are used in three ways: first, to provide a specific

study outline for the student; second, as a tool for review;
and finally, as a resource for the teacher. The teacher can
use the lists as a lecture outline, to determine if the empha-

sis of the class is being placed on facts or concepts, and to

develop test items. As a rule of thumb, if the length of the

list under each heading exceeds 15 items, the probability
of the students' meeting the expectancy of the teacher is

much reduced.
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The Unit Guide also includes a detailed list of activi-
ties in which the student will participate. The Student
Activities will clearly describe to the student alternative
ways of completing textbook assignments, study guide or
worksheet type tasks, research projects and/or term pap-
ers, and retaining information presented in lecture ses-
sions. As the teacher identifies desired student activities to
reinforce a unit of instruction, alternative methods for
completing the assignments are listed. For example, if the
assignment is to complete Chapter I, alternatives might
include: I. reading the chapter, 2. listening to the chapter
on cassette tapes, 3. listening to the chapter being read
aloud by a peer tutor, 4. listening to a tape while simul-
taneously reading the chapter, and 5. reading a para-
phrased v'-sion of the chapter.

Content Outline

An additional resource for the teacher and student is
the Content Outline, which has the threefold purpose of
seeing as the teacher's lecture outline, providing a stu-
dent notetaking outline, and providing direction in test
item construction. The Content Outline should be written
in the sequence which reflects the order of subject matter
presentation.

An abbreviated example of a Unit Guide and Con-
tent Outline follows.

AMERICAN GOVERNMENT PAC

Unit I. Chapter I., Magruder's American
Government; 1979, pp. 15-37. "Modern
Political and Economic Systems"

1. General Objective:
Identifies terms, principles and concepts, facts and
characteristics associated with the major govern-
mental systems of the world.
General Outcome Headings: CAP
A Identifies Terms 90%
B. Identifies Principles and Concepts 80%
C. Identifies Facts 80%
D. Identifies Characteristics 80%

11. Specific Objectives (Learning Outcomes)
A. Identifies Terms

I. Terms that describe governmental and eco-
non",: systems of the world.

a. democracy e. communism
b. socialism f. capitalism
c. dictatorship g. fascism
d. republic
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2. Terms that describe origins of state and
power.

a. state
b. sovereignty

3. Terms associated
a. unitary
b. federal
c. confederal

(confederate)
d. presidential
e. parlia-

mentary

c. theory
d. government

with forms of girernment.
f. dictatorship

I) authoritarian
2) totalitarian

g. monarchy
h. democracy
I) direct
2) indirect

4. Terms and people associated with basic con-
cepts of democracy and definition.

e. Abraham Lincoln
f. demos
g. kratos

a. majority rule
b. minority rights
c. equality
d. compromise

B. Identifies Principles and Concepts
I. Concept of State

a. Body of people, occupying a defined terri-
tory, organized politically and having
authority to make and enforce laws.

2. Organizational structure of government
a. geographical distribution
b. legislative-executive branches relationship
c. number of people who may participate in

government
3. Political ideologiesOrigins of state

a. social contract theory
b. evolutionary theory
c. divine right theory
d. force theory

4. Economic philosophies and doctrines
a. capitalism (laissez-faire)
b. socialism-economic collectivism
c. communism

5. Concepts of democracy
a. worth of individual
b. equality for all
c. majority rule-minority rights
d. necessity of compromise
e. individual freedom

C. Identifies Facts
I. Unique states in the world

a. population
I) San Marinosmallest
2) Soviet Unionlargest

2. Political theoriesimportant people
a. John Locke
b. Thomas Hobbes

3. Examples of types of gove. nment
a. Democracy



I) direct-Swiss landsgemeinde
2) indirect-U.S., Canada

b. Dictatorship--Russia, Cuba, Nazi Germany
c UnitaryEngland
d. FederalU.S.
e. Confederal-U.S. in Civil Wai and Articles

of Confederation
I.- PresidentialMexico, U.S.
g. ParliamentaryJapan, England
h. SocialistEngland, Sweden
i CommunistChina, Russia
j. Capitalist--U S., Japan, West Germany

D. Identifies Characteristics
I. Of state

a. population c. sovereignty
b. territory d. government

2. Of organizational structure of Government
a. Geographic distribution

I) unitary: central government, individual
2) federal: strong national government,

strong state government
3) confederal: weak central government,

strong state government
b. Number who participate

I) Democracy: government of the people
2) Dictatorship government by one or few

c. Executive-Legislative' relationship
I) presidential: separate chief executive
2) parliamentary: prime minister part of

legislature
3. Test to determine democracy

a. free press
b. free elections
c. written constitution
d. oresence of political oarties

III. Student Activities (learning options)
A. Reading from text: Magruder's American

Government, Chapter I, pp 15-37.
I. Read the chapter
2. Listen to the chapter on cassette tape
3. Peer tutor read the chapter
4. Follow the book along with a tape
5. Paraphrase the reading material apd then

read it
B. Lecture

I. Notetakingview graphs, charts, overhead
transparencies

2. Tape record the lecture
3. Have good notetakers copy the notes
4. Summarize the notes by peers/tutors
5. Discuss notes in small groups or with tutors in

groups
C. Study Guides/Worksheets/Paper-pencil activi-

ties
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I. Each student fill out own
2. Small groups work together
3. Tutors aid the student
4. Use tape recorders to aid search for material

D. Filmstrips, Movies (view the following)
I Film--"Marxism. The Theory that Split a

World"
2. Filmstrip-"Comparative World Govern-

ments"-4 parts
E. Research Project on selected government

I Fach student choose a government form and
do research, written or oral.

2. Small groups, slow and fast student mix.
Research and present their findings orally or
written.

3. Bulletin boards, small group or individuals

CONTENT OUTLINE-UNIT I.

I. Governments in the World Today
A. Tne State

I. Population
2. Territory
3. Sovereignty
4. Government

B. Origin of State
I. Force Theory or Elitist Theory
2. Evolutionary Theory
3. Divine Right Theory
4. Social Contract Theory

C. Forms of Government
I. Class:fied by geographic distribution

a. Unitary government
b. Federal government
c. Confederal government

2. Classified by the relationship between execu-
tive and legislature
a. Presidential government
b. Parliamentary government

3. Classified by the number who may participate
in government
a. Dictatorship (Monarchy, Totalitarianism,

Authoritarianism)
b. Democracy

D. Concepts of Democracy
I. Fundamental worth of individuals
2. Equality of all people
3. Majority rule-minority rights
4. Need for compromise
5. Individual freedoms

E Criteria for determining whether or not a state is

a democracy
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1. Constitution (written)
2. Free press
3. Political parties
4. Elections open to all
5.. Individual rule-minority rights

II. Comparative Economic-Political Systems
A. Capitalism

1. Characteristics
2. Political systems
3. Examples

B. Socialism
1. Characteristics
2. Political systems
3. Examples

C. Communism
1. Characteristics
2. Political systems
3. Examples

Developing and Administering Tests

Assessing the low-achiever in a multistrata class
requires special consideration in terms of test construc-
tion and alternate methods of testing.

Test Coastruction: The content of tests for low-
achievers should Measure a representative sample of the
unit's Instructional Objectives. In essence, the items for
the test should be selected only from the lists compiled
under the Specific Objectives. Additional questions, that
is, items not included in the Unit Guide, might be added as
extra credit questions for regular and high-achieving
students.

While constructing a test, a teacher will find that
close adherence to the Unit Guide will assist him/ her in
deciding the emphasis to place on each objective, since
some objectives would be regarded as more important
then others, and also to reflect the instruction time spent
on each general heading. This will help eliminate the
"Guessing Game" mentality in testing that has been prac-
ticed at the University level and in some secondary
schools. In teaching the low-achiever, it is important that
the specific knowledge to be learned fs clearly identified
and that the tests clearly reflect the delineated knowledge.
It is less important how a low-achiever learns than that
he/she learns.

Test construction that closely parallels the Unit
G 'de has an additional benefit. Analysis of student test
performance will provide feedback to the teacher on the
relative effectiveness of the teaching or presentation
methods.

The learning chara _eristi.s of low-achievers also
provide direction in test construction. Low-achievers
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have many characteristics that hinder academic learning,
such as impoverished experiential backgrounds, language
deficits, and reading, spelling, and writing problems.
Tests, such as essay examinations, may not accurately
reflect what the student knows, only what the student can
write. Low-achievers seem to do best on objective tests,
such as multiple choice, matching, true-false, and fill-in-
the-blank formats (Gronlund, 1973). Essay items may
well be used as extra credit items for regular and high-
achieving students.

Alternate Methods of Testing. The method of testing
selected depends in large part on the purpose of the test.
Tests can be utilized as an instructional tool, a review
approach, or to provide feedback on knowledge acquired.
Different methods would be employed to test inferential
as opposed to factual knowledge. Once the purpose of the
test has been established along with the 'criterion for
acceptable performance, the test method can be selected.
Some examnles of alternate test formats are:

I. Open Tests. Open Tests permit the stu-
dent to utilize other resources including books,
open notes and use of study guides, etc. This
format generally utilizes short answer and
essay responses and is particularly effective as
an instructional tool to learn new material or
as a review activity.
2. Teacher reads test aloud. Since some stu-

dents do not read well, the teacher reading the
test items aloud will assist many low-achievers.
Some teachers write the test items on the
chalkboard or on overhead projector trans-
parencies and read each item aloud to the
class.
3. Reduced reading level tests. Particularly

for students with poor reading skills, reducing
the readability level of the test items to a lower
reading level will assist many low-achievers.
Reducing the number of polysyllabic words
will be helpful. Many ideas in academic
classes are commonly expressed in language
far morn complex than is ne essary.
4. Taped tests. The teacher or a student

assistant records the test on a cassette tape
recorder. Selected students listen to the pre-
recorded test and respond on an answer sheet.
5. Small group tests. Students divide into

groups from two to five and work together
jointly to answer test questions. This format is
particularly effective for learning new mate-
rial, integrating new with old knowledge, and
review. In addition, high and regular achievers
di the group can provide good models of
learning.



6. Student-made tests. Students, either indi-
vidually or in small groups, are assigned to
develop test questions over a given unit .1
instruction. Two grades are given, one for the
quality and comprehensiveness of the ques-
tions, and the other for answering the ques-
tion.
7. Take-home tests. This format has several

advantages for the low-achiever, including no
time restrictions, the opportunity to work
with others (parents, siblings, paid tutors,
etc.), having the paper proofread and typed by
others and increased student contact with
assigned subject matter.

8. Alternate project for test. In some in-
stances, teachers may wish to substitute a pro-
ject for a test. A low-functioning; bilingual
student, for example, may be assigned to com-
plete a hands-on project in lieu of the unit test.
9. Oral tests. Some students with inadequate

handwriting or expositional skills may be
tested utilizing oral responses. Special educa-
tion teachers, peer tutors, adult volunteers,
etc. can administer the test and record the
responses in writing. An alternate recording
procedure could be the use of tape recorders.
10. Oral reports on unit content. Students
who do not respond well to test situations may
well indicate the extent of their knowledge in
an oral report to the class or teacher.
II. Question-pool approach. The teacher or a
group of teachers construct test items that
could be used for the total course of studies.
The students are provided with the questions
at the beginning of the semester. They are
informed that some of the questions will be
used on their exams. The students then learn
all of the responses in order to take the exam.
Students may study with parents, friends,
classmates or be given the answers by the
teacher. The final test is comprised of a sample
of items from the pool of questions.
12. Individual conferencing. A few students
may require individual conferencing sessions
with the teacher to determine the extent of
learning that has been accomplished.

In assessing the low-achiever within the PAC ap-
proach, a different testing mind set is in order. In PAC,
the student is competing against the material, not other
students. The criteria for adequate performance might be
set arbitrarily by the teacher at 75 to 85 percent correct
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responses for a passing grade. (Block, 1971) On-going

monitoring of the Audents' use of the Unit Guide is gener-
ally necessary to encourage those who are perplexed or
have inadequate study skills. Testing can be a satisfying

experience when the student knows what will be asked,
when he/she has a chance to succeed.

PAC also provides a fruitful experience for regular
and high-achieving students. While the low achievers are
collecting and learning the necessary facts, high-achievers
can be assigned to truly scholarly tasks. These tasks can

be delegated to extra credit assignments which make pos-

sible high grades as opposed to a passing grade. Special

highly conceptual test items and in-class and out-of-class
assignments can bring scholarly students in tune with the

highest level of social studies.
In the true sense of the term, individualization is

made possible in a PAC class. High-achievers perform
scholarly tasks. Regular students are prepared for life and

are introduced to mind-stretching activities. The low-
achieving students are given the opportunity learn

subject matter, any way they can, that will prepare them
for life.

The teacher receives the pleasurable feeling of main-
taining high standards or expectancies while meeting the

needs of a multistrata group. Knowledge is king! How the

knowledge is presented is determined by the learning
characteristics and needs of the students, not by tradition.
Teachers will derive satisfactiot in enlarging 'heir reper-
toire of instructional approaches and knowin1 that their
favored area of subject matter is being learned and mas-
tered, albeit at different levels, by all.
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NEA Resolution adopted by the NEA Representative Assembly
B-25. Education for All Handicapped Children

The National Education Association supports a free appropriate public education for all handicapped
,',.dents in a least restrictive environment which is determined by maximum teacher involvement However
the Association recognizes tnat to implement Public Law 94-142 effectively-

a The educational environment using appropriate instructional materials support services and pupil
personnel services must match the learning needs of both the handicapped and the nonhandicapped
student

b Regular and special education teachers pupil personnel staff, administrators and parents must share
in planning and anplementing programs for the handicapped

c All staff must be adequately prepared for_their roles ,hrough in-service training
d The appropriateness of educational methods matenals, and supportive services must be determined

in cooperation with classroom teachers
e Tne classroom teacher(s) must have an appeal procedure regarding the implementation of the indi

vidualized education program, especially in terms of student placement
f Modifications must be made in class size using a weighted formula, scheduling, and curriculum

design to accommodate the demands of each individualized education program
g There must be a systematic evaluation and reporting of progratn developments using a plan that

recognizes individual differences
h Adequate funding must be provided and then used exclusively for handicapped students
i The classroom teacher(s) both regular and special education must have a major role in determining

individual education programs
Adequate released time or funded additional time must be made available for teachers s, that they
r'an carry out the increased demands placed upon them by PL 94-142

k Staff must not be reduced
Additional benefits n, ; tiated for handicapped students through local collective bargaining agree
merits must be honored

m Communications must be maintained among MI involved parties
n All teachers must be accorded by law the right of dissent concerning each individualized education

program including the right to have the dissenting opinion recorded
Individualized education programs should not be used as criteria for the evaluation of teachers

E Teachers as mandated by law must be appointed to state advisory bodies on special education
Teachers must be allowed to fake, part in the U S Office of Special Education and Rehabilitative
Services on site visits to states Teachers should be invited to these meetings

r Incentives for teacher participation in in service activities sho,ild as mandated by law be made avail
able for teachers

s Lc,ral ,/ssociations must be involved in monitonnq schnn1 qVgteTTIC rnmplimIce with P L 94 142
t S4licient r_imremen4 most be haled nee+ r,141-1E.r thmn spare cvailability 178 BO,
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